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PRELUDE

Opening Sermon

uJbl A’j&ZSj ijuiJ .il oj

.ij s^u Su 34^' 3^ .ii 3^ Su a»7 ^ S3. ujl^I ^

Al-hamdu lilldh. Indeed, all praise is due to Allah. We praise Him 
and seek His help and forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah from 
our souls’ evil and our wrongdoings. He whom Allah guides, no one 
can misguide; and he whom He misguides, no one can guide.

.tijLjj i'jui Iju^i Si ’j+z\j .iJ VI iJj v SI

I bear witness that there is no (true) god except Allah — alone 
without a partner, and I bear witness that Muhammad (0) is His ‘abd 
(servant) and messenger.

% «AJlii IijH Iijlii: S, jJT Lfeb>

) • y Ji <OS^> vi ^
«0 you who believe! Revere Allah the right 
reverence, and do not die except as Muslims.» 1

jkj.{jJj ^ ^juT ii_45l 3-iirf l'£cy

^JIJT ill I.:LjS iS^iT Vlij li£. L$L>
\ .LJI <OLliS GLi'Iill bl ‘f&jtlj *i Sj^LJ

«0 people! Revere your Lord who has created you 
from a single soul, created from it its mate, and 
dispersed from both of them many men and women.

5 l > ;

1 Al ‘Imran 3:102.

xi
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Revere Allah through whom you demand things 
from one another, and (cherish the ties of) the 
wombs. Indeed, Allah is ever-Watchful over you.» 1

oi'j-j- i jijj liil ijjS\ ii: jijfi lfeb>

USi ,iJ.ill jjj

V\-V- <QlLJ^ |J> jli

«0 you who believe! Revere Allah and say fair 
words. He will then rectify your deeds and forgive 
your sins. He who obeys Allah and His Messenger 
has certainly achieved a great victory.»

1/jS .it ^ jisJt ^5. jjU. ji; lil

.jllJi <j .swi ii’jb 'jh

Indeed, the best speech is Allah’s ($g) Book and the best guidance 
is Muhammad’s (S&) guidance. The worst affairs (of religion) are those 
innovated (by people), for every such innovation is an act of 
misguidance leading to the Fire. 4

2. 3

Our Mission: Purification and Cultivation

Correct Islamic beliefs and actions must derive from Allah’s Book and 
His Messenger’s (i$&) Sunnah, and should be guided by the knowledge

1 An-Nisa '4:1.
2 Al-Alizdb 33:70-71.
3 The above paragraphs, including ihe Quranic portions, are known as “Khutbat ul- 

Hdjah (the Sermon of Need)”. The Prophet (iHk) often started his speeches with this 
sermon, as was recorded by Muslim (868). Abu Dawud. and others, from Ibn 
Mas'ud, Ibn ‘Abbas, and other companions (t^).

4 The Prophet (!§)) also said this paragraph when starting a speech, as was recorded 
by Muslim (867). an-Nasat. and others, from Jabir Bin ‘Abdillah (<$&).
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and understanding of the sahabah (4^). This is the clear path of 
guidance that Allah (§g) has drawn for people, and that leads to their 
immediate and ultimate success and happiness.

Sadly, most Muslims have departed, to varying degrees, from this 
magnificent path. Thus, any serious work for reviving Islam among the 
Muslims must involve two fundamental components:

® Purification: the process of clearing this path from obstacles and 
obscurities, and guiding people to it.

© Cultivation: the steady and persistent process of teaching people 
how to live upon this path and abide by its dictates.

These two components were central to the Prophet’s (f§i) mission, 
as Allah ($g) indicates:

I\jZ 'tJJj '£k\ J ^ jjt

J4J ^ )j\k ofj v^fji

r (OuJ* ja

«It is He who has sent among the unlettered a 
Messenger from themselves reciting to them His ayat, 
purifying them, and teaching them the Book and 
Wisdom — although they were previously in clear 
deviations 1

From this, we realize the urgency of providing the English-speaking 
public with serious writings that refine the understanding of Islam and 
present it in a pure and simple form that incorporates two aspects:

® Purified Islamic teachings 
© Practical guidelines for implementing them.

Indeed, this is the mission that we adopt, and this book is a humble 
step in that direction.

1 Al-Jumuah 62:2.
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1. Purification

Purification (or tasfiyah) is required in regard to our sources of Islamic 
knowledge, our beliefs, and our practices.

a. Purifying Our Sources of Knowledge

Narrations that are falsely attributed to the Prophet (ii&) or his 
companions (4s.) may not be used as sources of knowledge or bases for 
religious action. In fact, these narrations are among the main causes of 
deviation from true Islam. Therefore, purifying our knowledge from the 
weak and fabricated narrations is an essential task that must be fully 
incorporated into our learning and teaching efforts. The Prophet (i|&) 
said in praise of those who strive to purify the Islamic knowledge:

.*J,jLe ^ fJuJI IJLi

«.(jyLfcUJI Jijbj .3Uilj )UJI Lb

<This knowledge will be carried by the trustworthy 
individuals from every generation — they will expel 
from it alterations of the extremists, falsehoods of 
the liars, and misinterpretations of the ignorant.> 1

b. Purifying Our Beliefs

The beliefs of many Muslims have been tainted with misconceptions 
arising from philosophical arguments, cultural dictates, and un-Islamic 
notions. Therefore, the necessary purification process demands 
purifying our faith so that it is based only on authentic texts from the 
Qur’an and Sunnah and clean from any form of shirk. Such was the 
belief of the sahabah that Allah ($6) praised, saying:

\ rv s^ji <jjj£*T jh a, ^i; Co i\jL\: j,u>

Recorded by al-BayhaqT, Ibn 'Adiyy, and others from Abu Hurayrah, Ibn Mas'ud, 
and other companions (4*>)- It 's verified to be liasan by al-Albanl (Hidayat ur- 
Ruwdh no. 239).

I
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«So if they believe as you (O Muhammad and your 
companions) believe, they are truly guided.» 1

c. Purifying Our Actions

Many Muslims mix their religious practices and acts of worship with 
innovations (bictahs) that are not authorized by Allah or His 
Messenger (i^). Therefore, a great effort is needed to purify the 
Muslims’ acts of worship so as to conform with authentic texts from 
the Qur’an and Sunnah, comply with the understanding and practice of 
the sahabah, and reject bicfcihs. This is the only acceptable path of 
guidance, as Allah (t$g) says:

X N d .1_Jl <01J. .S)A <-><■

'£? L- ju; L2J
Lj ,j£» ALaJj :J'J U

«He who, after guidance became clear to him, 
chooses to oppose the Messenger and follows a path 
other than that of the believers 2, We will give him 
the consequence he chose and admit him into hell — 
the most awful of destinations.» 3

2. Cultivation

Cultivation (or tarbiyah) is to establish our beliefs and actions upon the 
purified knowledge, and then continue to grow with this knowledge. 
Cultivation goes hand-in-hand with purification.

a. Becoming True Followers of the Salaf

The above discussion about purifying our beliefs and actions must 
extend to cultivating ourselves and our communities upon the purified 
teachings, striving to be true followers of our great salaf, the

l Al-Baqarah 2:137.
2 The description “believers” here applies primarily to the sahabah («&)•
3 An-Nisa 4:115.
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sahabah (4s>)- Allah ($£) says in praise of both the sahabah and their 
true followers:

ajS/lj J-tj-* i A0“° jjji—ljij)

i + *» x ° a ‘ ^ i ^ x V -* ® ^ | ' o -* »<• -*i ^ <" ^ i' ® |
^ c a—>.y

\ • • i^JI £i5l IfJU’l«I'jbl

«The first to embrace Islam among the Mnhajiriin 
and the Ansar, and also those who follow them in the 
best way — Allah is pleased with them and they with 
Him. He has prepared for them gardens beneath 
which rivers flow, and in which they will abide 
eternally. This is the supreme success.» 1

The sahabah were the righteous people whom Allah (tjg) chose for 
the company of His Messenger (iH). They abandoned the false religion 
of their forefathers, associated closely with the Prophet (0), learnt 
directly from him, helped him establish the first and best Islamic 
community, and transmitted his teachings, entirely and perfectly, to 
other people.

When the Muslims make the sahabah their true role models, they 
will then become inclined toward seeking the truth objectively, and 
their minds will become free from stubborn and ignorant loyalty to 
mathhabs (sects), parties, or factions.

b. Calling to the Pure Religion

A vital part of the cultivation process is to invite all people, Muslims 
and non-Muslims, to the pure and unadulterated religion of Islam. This 
should be done through : (a) becoming exemplary models for our 
message by adorning ourselves with good manners and righteous 
actions, and (b) presenting our great message with the wisdom, 
benevolence, and kindness that are worthy of it. Allah ($g) says:

1 At-Tawbah 9:100.
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• i Ji kijb o*\

«Let there arise from you (Muslims) a nation that 
invites to good, enjoins right, and forbids wrong, for 
those are the successful.» 1

Undertaking this obligation of calling to Allah (9ifj) is every 
Muslim’s duty, according to his (or her) best ability — individually 
and collectively. Allah ($§) commands:

r ioJUl *J\ JLi

«Help one another in righteousness and piety; and 
do not help one another in sinning and 
transgressions 2

This is the only way to attain Allah’s acceptance and achieve 
happiness and success. Allah (3g) says:

iijiJji vi ojs-'jj o! o
r-\ <o
«By time, a human being is surely in loss, except for 
those who believe, do righteous deeds, mutually 
enjoin the truth, and mutually enjoin 
perseverances 3

And this is the way to establish among the believers a true and 
honest compassion that emanates from a strong unifying cause. 
Allah (S§) says:

\ • r Jl <iill ij>

«And hold fast, all together, by the rope of Allah,

1 Al 'Imran 3:104.
2 Al-Maidah 5:2.
3 Al-'Asr 103:1-3.
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and be not divided among yourselves.»

c. Presenting the Islamic Solution

Inviting to the Truth includes providing realistic Islamic solutions to 
contemporary problems. There is no doubt that Allah’s guidance is the 
only comprehensive way for resolving people’s problems at the 
individual and communal levels. Allah ($g) says:

t\ ijdui <.^:T>I yz % /Ail J>I 'll ^ jb>

«Arbitrate among them (O Muhammad) according 
to what Allah has revealed, and do not follow their 
errant views.» 2

Indeed, we seek Allah’s guidance and help, and we implore 
Him ($£) to enable us to purify and cultivate ourselves and our 
communities in the way that is most pleasing to Him — atnln.

1 AI 'Imran 3:103.
2 Al-Maidah 5:49.



PREFACE

The Author

His Name and Birth

The author of this book is Abu 'Abdillah, Shams-ud-DTn Muhammad, 
son of Abu Bakr, son of Ayyub, son of Sa'd, son of Hurayz, of 
Damascus. He is best known as Ibnu Qayyim-il-Jawziyyah (in brief: 
Ibn-ul-Qayyim — Son of the Custodian), named so because al- 
Jawziyyah school in Damascus was under the custody of his father. His 
family was known as a family of honor and knowledge.

He was born on 7 Safar 691 H (1292 CE), in the village of Zur\ 
to the south-east of Damascus.

His Teachers

Ibn-ul-Qayyim moved to Damascus and learned the Islamic knowledge 
under a number of prominent scholars. In addition to his father, his 
teachers included:

• Isma*!! Bin Maktum
• Fatimah Bint Jawhar
• Safiyy-ud-DTn al-Hindl
• Isa al-Mut‘im

• Ash-Shihab an-NabulsT
• Judge Taqiyy-ud-DIn Bin Sulayman
• Abu Bakr Bin ‘Abd-ud-Da’im
• Isms'll Bin Muhammad al-HarranT

His most notable teacher, however, was Ahmad Bin 'Abd-ul-HalTm Ibn 
Taymiyyah. Ibn-ul-Qayyim valued him greatly, and he spent many of 
his youthful years in his company — from 712 H (1312 CE) until Ibn 
Taymiyyah’s death in 728 H (1328 CE). He loved Ibn Taymiyyah 
dearly, comprehended his teachings, and worked on clarifying and 
spreading his knowledge and writings after his death.

xix
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His Teachings and Methodology

Ibn-ul-Qayyim faithfully followed the footsteps of his teacher, Ibn 
Taymiyyah, in reviving Islam by:

• Profoundly studying the Book of Allah ($§) and the Sunnah of His 
Messenger’s (i^).

• Spreading and implementing the teachings of the Qur’an and 
Sunnah according to the guidance of the sahabah and their true 
followers.

• Rejecting all that conflict with the Qur’an and Sunnah.

• Cleansing the Sunnah from innovations that were introduced into 
it during centuries of decline and ignorance.

• Warning the Muslims against all corruption that infiltrated into 
Islam through Sufi fraud, Greek philosophy, and Indian 
renunciation.

His Writings

Ibn-ul-Qayyim wrote more than sixty treatises in various subjects of 
Islam. The following is a selection of his titles:

• Al-Fawaid (Beneficial Selections)

• Ar-Riih (The Soul)

• As-Sawa iq-ul-Mursalah 'ala-l-Johmiyyati wal-Muat tilah
(Lightning Bolts Directed Toward Those Who Adulterate or Deny 
Allah’s Attributes)

• At-Turuq-ul-Hukmiyyah fis-Siyasat-ish-Shariyyah (Methods of 
Ruling in Islamic Politics)

• Badai'-ul-Fawaid (The Finest Beneficial Selections)

• Hadi-l-Arwahi-ila Bilad-il-Afrah (Inciting the Souls Toward the
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Land of Happiness)

• Hidayat-ul-Hayara fi Ajwibat-il-Yahudi wan-Nasara (Guiding the 
Confused in Responding to the Jews and Christians)

• Ighdthat-ul-Lahfani min Makaid-ish-Shaytdn (Rescuing the 
Troubled Who Are in the Traps of Satan)

• Ijtima-ul-Juyush-il-Isldmiyyati aid Ghazw-il-Muat tilati wal- 
Jahmiyyah (Gathering the Islamic Armies to Attack Those Who 
Deny or Adulterate Allah’s Attributes)

• flam ul-Mitwaqqiina 'an Rabb-il- 'Alamin (Informing the 
Legislators about the Lord of the Nations)

• Madarij-us-Salikin fi Mandzili Iyyaka Na'budu wa-Iyyaka Nasta'in 
(Roads for Those Who Seek to Worship Allah and Rely on Him)

• Muftahu Dar-is-Sdadah (Key to the Land of Happiness)

• Rawdat-ul-Muhibbin (Garden of the Lovers)

• Shifa -ul- AlTU fi Masail-il-Qadai wal-Qadari wal-Hikmati wat- 
Talil (Curing the Feeble in Issues of Decree, Measure, Wisdom, 
and Causality)

• Tariq-ul-Hijratayni wa Bab-us-Sdadatayn (Road to the Two Types 
of Migration, and Door to the Two Types of Happiness)

• 'Uddat-us-Sabirin wa-Thakhirat-ush-Shakirin (Preparations of the 
Steadfast, and Ammunition for the Grateful)

• Zcid-ul-Ma fid fi Hadyi Khayr-il- Ibad (Provision for the Hereafter 
in the Guidance of the Best of Servants)

His Students

Ibn-ul-Qayyim had numerous students. Some of the more reputable 
among them are the following:

• Al-Hafiz Abul-Faraj ‘Abd-ur-Rahman Bin Ahmad Bin Rajab (died 
in 795 H). He accompanied Ibn-ul-Qayyim until the latter’s death 
in 751 H.
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• Al-Hafiz IsmaTl Bin ‘Umar Bin Katlnr (died in 774 H).

• Al-Hafiz Muhammad Bin ‘Abd-il-Hadi (died in 744 H).

• His two sons: Ibrahim and Sharaf-ud-Din ‘Abdullah.

• Shams-ud-DTn, Abu 'Abdiilah, Muhammad Bin ‘Abd-il-Qadir an- 
NabulsT (died in 797 H).

His Death

Ibn-ul-Qayyim died on the evening of Thursday, 23 Rcijab 751 H 
(1350 CE). People prayed over him (the janazah prayer) on the 
following day in the Great Masjid of Damascus. He was buried in al- 
Bab us-SaghTr Cemetery.

He was highly praised by succeeding ‘ulania, such as al-Hafiz Ibn 
Rajab. al-Hafiz-uth-Thahabl. Ibn Nasir-id-DimashqT, Judge Burhan-ud- 
DTn az-ZurX al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar, and Muhammad ash-Shawkanl.

This Book

General Background

This book is instrumental in explaining the true Methodology of 
adherence to Allah’s (tjg) Book, His Messenger’s (i$S) Sunnah, and the 
Guidance of the sahabah

True to his distinguished and insightful approach in delving into the 
Islamic texts, Ibn-ul-Qayyim starts off by explaining the qualities of 
righteousness and piety required from every individual, both in practice 
and in dawah. He then describes the true meaning of hijrah (i.e., 
migration) to Allah (9i) and His Messenger (£&), discussing in the 
process full submission to the Messenger’s (^) Sunnah as an integral 
requirement of Tman. He then deliberates on the situations of true 
misery and true happiness — both being outcomes of a person’s 
performance in this life.

Toward the end of the book, Ibn-ul-Qayyim stipulates the 
requirements of the Journey of Migration, presenting along the way
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important guidelines for sound comprehension of the Quran.
In addition to its valuable methodological coverage, this book is 

very touching in its address to the soul and heart (whence we derived 
the current English title). This is a characteristic of Ibn-ul-Qayyim that 
is rarely found in writings of other authors. May Allah ($g) reward 
Ibn-ul-Qayyim profusely.

This Edition

The last chapter of this book features important qualities that must be 
satisfied in a person to be a worthy companion along the path of 
migration to Allah ($g) and His Messenger (0). It also emphasizes 
some vital qualities required in a person who migrates along this 
glorious path — qualities that are crowned by ultimate love and 
devotion to Allah (^g).

This last chapter was not included in our first edition — having 
been based on original Arabic editions of at-Tabukiyyah that did not 
have it. In this Second Edition, however, we came across a recent 
Arabic edition of at-Tabukiyyah that was verified and annotated by 
Shaykh SalTm al-Hilall Al-Hilall indicated that he found a rare 
manuscript that was not accessible in earlier editions, and that included 
this chapter. Thus, we incorporated this chapter in this edition.

The Revised Second Edition includes only minor corrections to the 
Second Edition, in addition to changing the title of the book to reflect 
the true spirit of at-Tabukiyyah.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The shciykh, imam, and ‘allamah Muhammad Bin AbT Bakr, better 
known as Ibnu Qayyim-il-Jawziyyah (abbreviated as Ibn-ul-Qayyim), 
may Allah be pleased with him and may He please him, said the 
following in the message that he sent out from Tabuk 1 on the eighth 
of al-Muharram 2, 733 H 3: —

The Happiness of a Human Being

I glorify and praise Allah with all the praise that He deserves. I ask 
Allah to grant distinguished honor and peace to the Seal of His 
Prophets and Messengers, Muhammad (is^).

Allah (9ig) says in His Book:

Yj .'SJUij *J\

r sjdUi <o uiiJi j^jLi o! iJZij

«Help one another in birr 4 and taqwa, and do not 
help one another in ithm (sin) and ‘udwan

1 Tabuk is a town in northern Arabia, near the border with Palestine and Jordan.
2 The first month of the Islamic lunar calendar.
3 H: Abbreviation for “HijrT’. The Islamic (Hijn) calendar starts on the year that 

Prophet Muhammad (i3jS) migrated from Makkah to al-MadTnah. This corresponds 
to 622 CE (Christian Era). Being lunar, the Hijn year is 11 days shorter than the 
solar year, which makes a difference of one year every 33 years. Thus, we convert 
between H and CE years as follows:

CE = 622 + H - (H -r 33) ; equivalently: H = (CE - 622) x (33 32).
From this, we deduce that Ibn-ul-Qayyim wrote this book in 1333 CE.

4 Birr: Righteousness, virtue, goodness and related meanings. This will be thoroughly 
explained later in this chapter.

1
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(transgression). And revere and fear Allah. Verily, 
Allah is severe in punishment.» 1

This ayali comprises all that is good for the people in this life and 
the hereafter — in regard to their mutual relationships, as well as their 
relationship with their Lord (Allah). This is so because every person 
only deals with the following two situations or obligations:

1) His obligation toward Allah (9i).

2) His obligation toward other people. 2

Duty Toward Other People

A person’s duty toward his fellow human beings — in terms of dealing 
with them, aiding them, and befriending them — is that his association 
with them should be directed toward mutually helping one another in 
pleasing and obeying Allah. This brings the person ultimate success 
and happiness that he can never find otherwise. Furthermore, this 
approach is “birr and taqwa”, which encompass the whole Dm.

It should be noted that when either of the two terms, “birr” and 
“taqwa', is mentioned, the other term is implied, either inclusively or 
necessarily. 3 It is more obvious, however, that they imply each other 
inclusively, because birr (or righteousness) carries the meaning of 
taqwa (or piety) and vice versa. This should not conflict with the fact 
that when the two terms appear together (as they do here), each of 
thefti carries a distinctive meaning.

There are numerous other pairs of terms that behave similarly, such
as:

1 Al-Maidah 5:2.
2 Though Ibn-ul-Qayyim discusses the second obligation over the next few pages, he 

will go back to discussing the first obligation near the end of this chapter and 
beyond.

3 “Inclusively” here means that each term is included in the meaning of the other. 
“Necessarily" here means that each term is a natural and necessary consequence of 
the other.
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“Tman” versus “Islam”
“Iman” versus “al-amal as-salih” (good deeds) 2,
“FaqTr” (a poor man) versus “miskin” (a needy man),
“Fusuq” (corruption) versus “‘isyan” (disobedience) 3, and 
“Miinkar” versus “fahishah” 4.

Comprehending this important rule helps eliminate many 
misconceptions that have confused people.

1 When Tmdn and Islam appear together, the first means the heart's belief and the 
latter means the apparent actions of faith, such as prayer and fasting. This is 
demonstrated in the well-known liadTth of JibrTI (S@).

2 When Tman and “al-'amal-us-sdlili” appear together, the first means the heart's 
belief and the latter means the apparent actions, such as prayer and fasting. On the 
other hand, when Tman appears alone, it implies Islam and good deeds. This is 
demonstrated in the well-known liadTth of the seventy-some branches of Tmdn.

3 In Maddrij-us-SalikTn (1:401-403). Ibn-ul-Qayyim explains the difference between 
these two terms as follows:

Fusuq indicates committing a prohibition that entails a great sin, sometimes 
reaching the level of disbelief. ‘Isyan, on the other hand, means disobeying Allah's 
commands.

When fusuq and 'isyan appear together, they indicate committing acts prohibited 
by Allah. When either of the two terms appears alone, it implies the meaning 
specific to the other term.

4 In Maddrij-us-Salikm (1:413-414). Ibn-ul-Qayyim explains the difference between 
these two terms:

Fahshct (or fdhishah) is an action whose ugliness (fuhsli) is so apparent that a 
person with sound intellect would abhor it. This is why it commonly refers to zina 
and sodomy. Similarly, any despicable speech is called fuhsh, because of its manifest 
ugliness, such as obscene swearing and abuse.

Mnnkar, on the other hand, is a deed that pure intellects and natures do not 
approve or accept but, rather, rebuff and reject. This is likened to that a person with 
sound nature loathes a foul odor, an unpleasant sight, a repulsive taste , or an odd 
sound.
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Birr in Relation to Taqwa

Defining Birr and Ithm

Birr is the excellence, virtue, and goodness sought in an object. This 
follows from the root and derivation (i.e., conjugation) of this word in 
Arabic.

Related to “birr" (in derivation) is “burr" (wheat), which surpasses 
other grains in benefit and goodness.

Also, a good person is described as barr (fulfilling his promises) 
or barr (dutiful and kind) '. Allah describes the angels as being 
honorable and bararah (righteous) 2, and those entering paradise as 
abrar (righteous) 3.

Birr then comprises all forms of goodness and perfection expected 
in a human being.

The opposite of birr is ithm. Ithm is a word comprising all evils 
and defects for which a person would be blameworthy.

Hadiths about Birr and Ithm

An-Nuwas Bin Sam'an (<^&) reported 4 that he asked Allah’s 
Messenger about birr and ithm, upon which he (31) told him:

L. fo\j <jiil ^ ^Jl»

<Birr is good manners, and ithm is that which weaves 
(evil thoughts) in your breast and you hate that 
other people should know about it.> 5

1 See at-Tiir 52:28, and Maryam 19:14,32.
2 In 'Abas 80:16.
3 As in At-Imran 3:193, al-lnsan 76:5, al-lnfuar 82:13, and al-MuiafftJTn 83:18.22.
4 Ibn-ul-Qayyim (i^i) made an error here in that he cited the hadftli of Wabisah (cited 

next) instead of an-Nuwas's. Since both hadiths are relevant to the current 
discussion, we include both of them, as well as a third liadTth of similar meaning.

5 Recorded by Muslim (2553) and others.
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Wabisah Bin Ma'bid (4&) reported that he went to the Prophet (0)
with the intention of asking him about every thing related to birr and 
ithm. He found a group of Muslims surrounding him and asking him 
questions. He started passing through them, and they rebuked him 
saying, “Leave Allah’s Messenger (i^) alone, O Wabisah.” He 
responded, “Let me approach him. To me, he is the most beloved 
person to approach.” Allah’s Messenger (0) then said, «!iLadj L i'jl» 
<Come close, O Wabisah.) He went and sat close to him so that his 
knees touched the Messenger’s (i$$) knees. Allah’s Messenger (0) 
asked him, «?ili JlU L> .iLadj t» <0 Wabisah, would you like 
me to tell you about what you' came to inquire?> He replied, 
“Indeed, O Allah’s Messenger, tell me.” The Messenger (0) said, 
«.(J'ilj ^Jl <You came to ask about birr and ithm.> He
said, “Yes indeed!”'So the Messenger (0) gathered three fingers (the 
thumb, index, and middle) together, poked Wabisah’s breast with them, 
and said:

Lo j*JI 'i C-a.r...< I j lsLJ-2 C-.<L... I ..<? ■ \j L»

Lo ,iisji jjJi oLiij cJLil

«dJLil o!j ,/jiLJI j % «J

<0 Wabisah, check your heart and check yourself 
(repeating this three times)! Birr is that which pacifies 
the soul and comforts the heart. And ithm is that 
which weaves (evil thoughts) in the heart and echoes 
in the breast, even if the people keep advising you 
(differently).) 1

Abu Tha'labah al-KhushanT (4&) reported that he asked Allah’s 
Messenger (i$&), “O Allah’s Messenger! Tell me what things are 
permissible to me and what things are prohibited.” He (i^) replied:

jj L. «UDI p! jtllj c&L. Lo ^Jl»

« .-y^Ul dJLil Jlj .lilJI aJI JJS p!

Recorded by Ahmad, ad-Darirm, and others. Verified to be hasan by al-AlbanT 
(Saluh ut-TarghTb wat-Tarlub no. 1734).

I
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<Birr is that which pacifies the soul and comforts the 
heart. And ithm is that which does not pacify the 
soul nor comfort the heart, even if the advisors 
advise you (differently).) 1

Birr Implies Taqwa

Under the meaning of birr comes Tman with all its apparent and 
concealed manifestations; and taqwa is certainly included in this 
meaning.

Birr is frequently used to describe the heart, and to indicate 
whether it possesses the true taste and sweetness of Tman. Iman, in 
turn, produces in the heart serenity, soundness, satisfaction, strength 
and delight. Indeed. Tmcin instills in the heart delight, sweetness and 
pleasure. A person who does not experience this totally lacks or 
partially misses Tman, and is among those described by Allah (3§):

: I I jjoflj « I.fj” :ji " &i:” :La\ JlJ>

Uol^-il <".J jijU CJj ‘.liX.1 ’

«The Bedouins say, “We believe.” Say (O 
Muhammad), “You do not believe; but you can only 
say, ‘We have submitted to you as Muslims,’ for 
Tman has not yet entered your hearts.”» 2

The ‘ulama have two views regarding these Bedouins. The more 
correct view is that they were Muslims, not hypocrites. Yet they were 
not (full) believers because Tman had not yet entered and truly touched 
their hearts.

Allah (9ig) comprises the various qualities of birr in the following

Cr° jIP y jl ^

jui Jiij /cZJJij Ail V.i;

ayah:

1 Recorded by Ahmad. Verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT (SaliTli ut-TarghTb 
Tarhfb no. 1735).

2 Al-Htijural 49:14.

wat-
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^ OylfCjlj J-Jjl Oyf—Jtj

. rsj jggg .s^srjJl jg syLjT riiij 
.i^iji^ ggi kjjl .^gi jgjij .uB <g gggjr,

wv -s>ji <o giiJi apjlj
«Righteousness (6irr) is not (only) that you turn your 
faces toward the east or the west (in prayers). But 
(true) righteousness (birr) is to believe in Allah, the 
Last Day, the angels, the Books, and the prophets; 
and to give of one’s wealth — despite loving it — to 
the relatives, the orphans, the needy, the (stranded) 
wayfarer, to those who seek help, and for freeing 
slaves; and (birr also is) to establish prayers and give 
zakah, to fulfill a covenant once it is made, and to be 
patient in poverty and hardship and during battle. 
Those (who fulfill these qualities) are the truthful, 
and those are the muttaqiin (possessors of taqwa).» '

Allah informs here that believing in Him, His angels, His books, 
His messengers, and the Last Day are all required acts of birr. These 
are the five articles of faith 2 without which Tman cannot stand.

Allah ($g) then indicates that birr also includes the apparent 
ordained acts of worship, such as performing saldh and giving zakah, 
and other forms of mandatory charities.

Allah ((Jg) then indicates that birr also comprises the concealed 
deeds of the heart, which are its essence, such as patience and the 
fulfillment of covenants.

Thus, the qualities mentioned in this ayah cover all aspects of the 
Din: essentials and rituals, deeds of the limbs and of the heart, as well 
as the five essential articles of faith.

At the end of this ayah, Allah (9i) expresses that these very 
conditions are also the conditions for taqwd.

1 Al-Baqarah 2:177.
2 In addition to these, belief in qadar (Allah’s decree) is also a vital article of faith, 

as is expressed in the well-known hadlth of JibrTl (8®).
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Taqwa in Relation to Birr

Defining Taqwa and Ihtisab

In reality, taqwa is: obeying Allah with Titian and ihtisab 1 — in regard 
to His commands and prohibitions. This means: obeying Allah’s 
commands while believing in them and in His promised rewards for 
them, and (also means) avoiding Allah’s prohibitions, believing in 
them and fearing His retribution for them.

This is similar to what Talq Bin Habib (*&') 2 said, “If tribulations 
appear among you, extinguish them with taqwa." When asked, “What 
is taqwal” He replied:

.ill L>\J J>’j jyjl Jjl Silt; Ol”

"ill vlip L>\J* .ill ^ jji M jij
*

“Taqwa is to act in obedience to Allah, with light 
(guidance) from Allah, seeking Allah’s reward, and to 
avoid disobeying Allah, with light (guidance) from 
Allah, fearing Allah’s punishment.» 3

This is one of the best definitions of taqwa. Every deed requires an 
origin and a goal. A deed would not count as an act of obedience that 
brings one closer to Allah unless it originates from Tman. It must 
emanate from pure Tman, and not from custom, desire, pursuit of 
(worldly) praise or status, and so on. Furthermore, the deed’s goal must 
be attaining Allah’s rewards and acceptance. This is the meaning of 
ihtisab.

1 Ihtisab: Counting on Allah’s promised rewards for a given deed.
2 Talq Bin Habib al- AnazT is a tdbii who was known for knowledge, righteousness, 

and distinguished recitation of the Quran. He died before 100 H (Siyaru A'lam in- 
Nubala 4:601).

3 These words of Talq were recorded by Ibn-ul-Mubarak (in az-Zuhd) and Abu 
Nuaym in (al-Hulyah). ATAlbanI {'*$£■) verified this to be an authentic report from 
Talq (in al-Iman of Ibn AbT Shaybah).
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/MAN AND IHTISAB

These two essential requirements for a good deed, i.e. Tman and 
ihtisab, often appear together in the Prophet ($%) hadTths. For instance, 
the Prophet (i|&) said:

« .aJa ’ja 'r*j£ U iJ 'jLk. . LIbid oUj {Lt? ^»>

<Whoever fasts Ramadan with unan and ihtisab, all 
of his previous sins will be forgiven.> 1

And the Prophet (0) said:

«.4J3 ja L» iJ 'jil .LL-^Ij bLc 1 XJbJ 'Is ^»»

<Whoever stands up (in prayer) on the Night of 
Qadr 2 with Iman and ihtisab, all of his previous sins 
will be forgiven.> 3

Taowa implies Birr

Talq’s statement, "... with light (guidance) from Allah,” points to the 
first requirement, Tman, that should be the origin of a deed and the 
cause for initiating it.

And his statement, seeking Allah’s reward,” points to the 
second requirement, ihtisab, which is the purpose and goal for doing 
a deed.

Thus, taqwa, without doubt, comprises all of the fundamental and 
complementary elements of Tman, and birr is included in this meaning.

1 Recorded by al-Bukhan (35, 38, 1901, 2014) and Muslim (760) from Abu 
Hurayrah (•^e).

2 Qadr. Honor and Distinction. The most blessed night of the year is the Night of 
Qadr. It is one of the nights of the month of Ramadan during which Allah's mercy 
descends abundantly.

3 This is part of AbO Hurayrah's ('4&) previous hadith. It is recorded by al-Bukhan 
(37, 1901, 2008, 2009, 2014) and Muslim (759, 760).
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Coupling Birr and Taqwa

Means and Goals

When these two terms, birr and taqwa, are coupled, as in, «Help one 
another in birr and taqwa,» the difference between them is a 
difference between a means and a goal.

Birr is sought for its own; it represents the integrity and excellence 
of a human being; one cannot attain any virtue without it, as was 
discussed earlier.

Taqwa, on the other hand, is the means and way leading to birr. 
The root of the word (in Arabic) means “protection”. A person who 
practices taqwa protects himself from the Fire. Protection is not sought 
for itself as much as to prevent harm. Consequently, the relationship 
between birr and taqwa is similar to that between well-being (which 
is a purpose) and medical care (which is a means to attain it).

Beneficial Knowledge

This ability of distinguishing between the meanings of coupled pairs
of words is a noble form of knowledge. It is extremely valuable in 
understand'"" come expressions and implications in the Qur’an, and in 
knowi-r ries of the rulings that Allah (§g) revealed to His
Mess

ah (3i) blames those who do not know the 
,e revealed to His Messenger (0) '. So, lacking 
to two great harms:

•m is that one would include under a given term an 
unintended meaning. Thus, one would treat equally matters that 
Allah made distinct.

1)

2) The other harm is that one would exclude from a term some 
meanings applicable to it. This would lead to changing some 
regulations and to separating between matters that Allah joined.

1 Refer to at-Tawbah 9:97.
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A wise person would comprehend this and other similar rules, and 
would realize that many deviations have been caused by neglecting 
this. Discussing this matter in detail cannot be fully encompassed even 
in a large volume.

Examples

An example of this is khamr. It is a general term referring to all 
intoxicants; one may not exclude some intoxicants and remove the 
ruling of prohibition from them.

The same argument applies to the prohibition of various forms of 
maysir (gambling).

It applies to nikah (lawful marriage); one may not include in its 
meaning some unlawful forms of marriage.

It applies riba '; usury-based transactions may not be excluded 
from its prohibition, nor may transactions without usury be included.

It also applies to other terms, such as lulm (injustice) and ‘adl 
(justice), maruf (goodness) and munkar (evil), and many other terms 
that are beyond our encompassing here.

Conclusion

Therefore, whenever people gather or interact with each other, they are 
required to help one another in birr and taqwa. Each person should 
help his companion in this with knowledge and with action.

An individual cannot independently help himself. Allah, in His 
supreme wisdom, has decreed that human survival should be through 
mutual help and support.

Sinning and Transgression

Allah ($g) then says (as cited in the earlier ayah):

r sjtfui < j’V-uJij jii iJjUj yj

Riba: Usury. It includes many form of dealings in which money produces money 
without toil or risk.

1
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«... And do not help one another in ithm and 
'udwan.» i

Forbidding ithm and ‘udwan is parallel to enjoining birr and taqwd.
The difference between ithm and ‘udwan is that “ithm" refers to 

deeds that are prohibited in themselves, such as adultery, drinking 
liquor, and stealing.

Udwan”, on the other hand, refers to deeds that exceed the 
limits 2 set by Allah ($£), such as marrying a fifth wife or demanding 
more than one’s right in blood ransom. Allah ($g) says:

dLJjli Jji Vjb- ^ i)l dte >

m 5>JI <0

«These are the limits ordained by Allah, so do not 
transgress them. Whoever transgresses the limits 
ordained by Allah, such are the wrong doers.» 3

And Allah (3g) says:

1 Al-Maidah 5:2.
2 In Maddrij-us-Sdlikm (1:410-413), Ibn-ul-Qayyim explains the difference between 

these two terms as follows:
“Ithm" (sinning) refers to deeds that are prohibited in themselves, such as lying, 

adultery, drinking liquor, etc.
“'Udwan' (transgression), on the other hand, refers to deeds that are prohibited 

in amount or excess. 'Udwan is to exceed the permissible limits, such as demanding 
from others more than one’s right — in money, body, or honor. For instance, if a 
man takes without right a piece of wood belonging to another man, it would be 
'udwan if the latter demands in settlement the first man's entire house. 'Udwan is
two types: that which relates to Allah's right, and that which relates to people’s 
rights.

Ithm and 'udwan are coupled: when they appear together, each of them would 
carry its distinctive meaning. But when either of them appears separately, it includes 
the meaning of the other. This is because every form of ithm is also 'itdwdn, 
constituting violating a prohibition or neglecting an obligation. Likewise, every form 
of 'udwdn is also ithm because a person who commits it is sinful.

3 Al-Baqarah 2:229.
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\ av %joi <yj Ai\ yy at >
«These are the limits set by Allah, so do not 
approach them.» 1

In the first ayah, Allah (Bg) forbids transgressing His limits, 
whereas in the second ayah he forbids approaching them. Allah’s limits 
separate between halal and haram. In some cases they are part of the 
prohibition, and thus may not be transgressed. In other cases they are 
not included in the prohibition, and one is instructed to stay away from 
them (as a safety measure).

The Two Obligations

(We have shown that) in dealing with other people, one has the 
obligation of helping them to act according to birr and taqwa — with 
both knowledge and action.

As for one’s obligation toward his Lord (Big), it is to favor obeying 
Him and avoid disobedience. This is indicated in the next part of the 
(earlier) ayah:

V Sjdlil <0 ...Ai\ IJjI'j...)

«... And revere and fear Allah ...» 2

Therefore, this ayah indicates that there are two obligations upon 
every human being: one toward the creation and the other toward the 
Creator.

A person cannot fulfill the first obligation unless he associates with 
the people, sincerely offering them advice, kindness, and care.

Likewise, a person cannot fulfill the second obligation unless he 
prevents all created things from intruding between him and 
Allah (Big). He should do this for Allah’s sake, with sincerity, love and 
adoration.

These subtle rules must be well understood. Otherwise, faults will 
arise in fulfilling the two obligations — in terms of either knowledge

1 Al-Baqarah 2:187.
2 Al-Maidah 5:2.
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or practice.
This is the meaning of what Shaykh ‘Abd ul-Qadir al-JTlanl may 

Allah bless his soul, said:

^ j3-' Cf

;^i Jiu'usr
“In your relationship with al-Haqq 2, let there be none 
of the creation 3. And in your relationship with the 
people, let there be no part for yourself 4. A person who 
does not do this will be in continuous confusion, and 
his affairs will always be at loss.”

1 He is ‘Abd ul-Qadir Bin ‘Abdillah al-JIlani (471-561 H). He was born in JT1 (or 
KII). a district in central Asia, and died in Baghdad. He was a well-known scholar 
and teacher. The jTluiu way, a silfi way, is falsely attributed to him. as well as 
excessive suJT statements (Siyaru A'lcim in-Nubala 20:439).

2 AI-Hac/q: the Truth. This is one of Allah’s names.
3 I.e., do not let your attachment to the people come between you and Allah.
4 I.e.. do not allow selfishness to come between you and the people.



CHAPTER 2

MIGRATION TO ALLAH

Migration of the Heart

Undertaking the Journey

As the caravan (of hijrah) sets off, the traveler (to Allah) enters into 
a foreign land, parting with the habits and customs of his homeland. 
This allows him to ponder carefully over his situation, seeking that 
which is most vital in his journey to Allah — to the extent that it 
deserves his life’s pursuance.

The One (t5g) in whose hand is guidance (i.e., Allah) reveals to him 
that his most important goal must be: “Migration to Allah and His 
Messenger” '. This migration is a continual obligation upon every 
individual, and no one is exempt from it. It is the act that Allah (§g) 
requires and demands from people.

Two Types of Migration

Migration is of two types:

1) The first is the physical migration of the body from one land 
to another. The rulings regarding this type of migration are well 
known, and it is not our intention to discuss them here.

2) The second type is the migration of the heart to Allah (tSg) and 
His Messenger ($1). This is what we are concerned with, 
because it is the only true hijrah\ it is the foundation that must 
precede the physical hijrah. The physical hijrah is only an

Ibn-ul-Qayyim indicates here that even when a person seeks Allah’s pleasure and 
truly intends to obey Him, he may not do this successfully unless Allah (tjg) guides 
him to the correct approach for it.

1

15
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outcome of the heart’s hijrah.

Fleeing from Allah unto Him

“From” and “To”

The hijrah of a migrator’s heart requires migrating from one state to 
another.

The heart must migrate from loving others to loving Allah alone.
It must migrate from according servitude to others to according it 

to Allah alone.
It must migrate from fearing others to fearing Allah alone.
It must migrate from having entertain hope in others to having 

hope in Allah alone.
It must migrate from relying on others to relying on Allah alone.
It must migrate from asking and imploring others to asking and 

imploring Allah alone.
It must migrate from surrendering and submitting to others to 

surrendering and submitting to Allah alone.
This is precisely the meaning of “fleeing unto Allah”, as Allah ($§)

says:
6- JuZpy

«Flee, then, unto Allah ...»

Indeed, true tawhid 2 requires fleeing from Allah unto Him. Under 
this heading of “from and to”, therefore, falls a great reality of tawhid.

1 Ath-Thariyat 51:50.
2 Tawhid is the belief in Allah's oneness. It is commonly divided into three elements:

(a) Allah owns and controls the creation, i.e., He is the only True Lord or Rabb. 
This is called “the tawhid of Rububiyyah".
(b) Allah possesses the most sublime attributes and excellent names. This is called 
“the tawhTd of al-Asma was-Sifat (the Names and Attributes)”.
(c) Allah is solely worthy of worship and full obedience. This is called “the tawhTd 
of 'Ubudiyyah or Ibadah (worship)”.
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Fleeing unto Allah

Fleeing unto Allah ($g) means directing worship purely to Him, 
together with all the acts that worship entails, such as appeal, love, 
fear, surrender, and reliance. Thus, it includes the tawhTd of 
Ildhiyycih ', which is the common theme among the messengers’ 
messages (g*a£») — may Allah bestow His praise and peace upon them
all.

Fleeing from Allah

On the other hand, fleeing from Allah (unto Him) includes the tawhTd 
of Rubitbiyycih and the affirmation of Qcidcir. It professes that whatever 
one hates or fears or evades in the creation only takes place by Allah’s 
will.

Indeed, whatever Allah ($§) wills must happen and exist because 
of Allah’s will, and whatever He does not will can never happen or 
exist.

Thus, when one flees unto Allah, one would actually be fleeing 
from a thing that occurred by Allah’s will and decree. In other words, 
one would be fleeing from Allah unto Him!

One who properly understands this will then understand the 
meaning of the Prophet’s (0) words, «.ill>iL » <1 seek refuge 
from You in You.> 2

1 TawhTd of lldliiyyah or Uliihiyyah is to believe that Allah is the only true lldli (God). 
Therefore, it is the same as tawhid al-Ubudiyyah.

2 This is a part of a liadTrli recorded by Muslim (486) from 'A’ishah (t^>) that one 
night she heard the Prophet (il&) say in siijiid:

’ilj tliljLjjjLC ilUljcCj ZlJCrpJj£. \ i^JJln

oldl U5To3l ,iQi :ui

<Alldhmma inrn a'iithii bi-ridaka min sakhatik, wa bi-mu'afatika 
min 'uqubatik, wa a'uthii bika mink; la uhsT tliana an ‘alayk, anta 
kama athnayta 'ala nafsik — O Allah! Indeed I seek refuge in 
Your pleasure from Your wrath, in Your protection from Your 
punishment, and I seek refuge in You from You. I cannot offer 
You the praise You deserve. Indeed, You are as only You can

, i
I Y .ill.iL,
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One will then also understand the Prophet’s (0) saying:

«.kj! Vj kd IiJi Uii Y»
<There is no shelter or escape from You except to 
You.> 1

There is nothing in the creation from which one would flee or seek 
protection but that it is created and dominated by Allah ($§). 
Therefore, one flees from what is mandated by Allah’s decree, will, 
and creation; and one flees unto what is mandated by Allah’s mercy, 
goodness, kindness, and bounty. Hence, one flees from Allah unto 
Him, and seeks refuge in Him from Him!

The Heart’s Attachment

Understanding these two matters totally cuts the heart’s attachment to 
other than Allah in situations of fear, hope, and love. One would then 
know that anything from which one flees exists only by Allah’s will, 
power and creation. This will not leave in one’s heart any fear from 
other than his Creator and Maker, causing one to turn to Allah alone

praise Yourself.>
This is a pan of a hadnli recorded by al-Bukhari (247) and Muslim (2710) from al- 
Bara’ Bin ‘Azib (4^) that the Messenger (iH&) instructed him to say when going to 
bed:

1

X, Uii Y v<,jj 11 j ,adj oUJlj ,adj

«.iL'j ^JJI Jl-Lj ,cJ>i ^Jdl uLUf, ,edj d Si

<uAlldhumma aslamtu nafsT ilayk, wa-wajjahtu wajhl ilaykk, wa- 
fawwadtu amriilayk, wa-aljalu zahrf ilayk, raglibalan wa-rahbalan 
ilayk. La matja’a wala manja minka ilia ilayk. Amantu bi-kitabikal- 
latlu anzalt, wa-bi-nabiyyikal-lathT arsalt — Oh Allah, I submit 
myself to You, turn my face to You, relinquish my affairs to You, 
and support my back to (i.e., derive my strength from) You, out 
of hope (for rewards) and fear (of punishment) from You. There 
is no shelter or escape from You except with You. I believe in the 
Book You have revealed, and in the Prophet You have sent.”>
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in fear, hope, and love.
Were the thing from which one flees not subject to Allah’s will and 

power, one could then be justified in fearing it. But this would be like 
running from one being to a more powerful being, without having full 
confidence that the second being is powerful enough to protect against 
the first one.

Contrary to the above, the knowledge that the One Whose 
protection is sought is the One Who decrees, wills, and creates (and 
controls) all what is evaded — should not leave in the heart any 
interest in seeking other protectors.

Understand well, dear reader, this important meaning in the above 
words of the Prophet (!$&)• The scholars have explained them in various 
ways, but very few among them have realized this meaning, which is 
the words’ core and moral. This facilitation (in understanding) is 
indeed from Allah ($g).

Thus the whole matter resolves to fleeing from Allah unto Him, 
which is the meaning of hijrah to Allah (t?g). Because of this, the 
Prophet (1^) said:

«.iic lit i Lo i»

<A true migrator is he who abandons what Allah 
prohibited.> 1

This is also why Allah (9g) associates between Tmdn and hijrah in 
several places of His Book 2 — the two terms being closely linked, and 
each one of them implying the other.

This is a part of a hadTth recorded by al-Bukhan (10. 6484) from ‘Abdullah Bin 
‘Amr 0$b>) that the Prophet (^) said:

1

« Jjl l« ^ ^ ojd'—■d! pH- —Jl»

<A Muslim is he who other Muslims are safe from his tongue and 
hand; and a migrator is he who deserts what Allah prohibited.>

2 See, for example, al-Buqarah (2:218). al-Anfdl (8:72,74,75) and at-Tawbali (9:20).
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The Importance of Migrating to Allah

The Hijrah Is Propelled by Love

In conclusion, hijrah to Allah (3£) consists of abandoning what He 
hates and doing what He loves and accepts. Hijrah then arises from 
love and hatred, obviously, a migrator from one place to another must 
have more love for the place to which he migrates than that from 
which he migrates, thereby giving preference to the location that is 
dearer to him.

A person’s nafs \ desire, and devil keep inviting him to that which 
opposes what Allah ($g) loves and approves, and he is constantly tried 
by these three things as they call him to what displeases his Lord. At 
the same time, the call of Tman continues directing him to what pleases 
his Lord. Therefore, he should keep migrating to Allah at all times, and 
should not abandon this hijrah until death.

This hijrah becomes stronger or weaker in a person depending on 
his heart’s level of love for Allah. The stronger this level is, the more 
complete and perfect the hijrah. When this level weakens, the hijrah 
weakens too, until he would barely be able to detect its presence or 
have the willingness to act upon it.

Where the True Emphasis Should Be

It is most amazing to find a man extensively and profoundly discussing 
the (physical) hijrah from the land of disbelief (dar-ul-kufr) to the land 
of Islam (dar-ul-Islam), and the hijrah that ended with conquering 
Makkah 2 — though these forms of hijrah are incidental, and may

Nafs: Self, soul or spirit. In the present context it refers to the lustful self that lures 
a person to commit evil.

2 Jbn-ul-Qayyim refers here to the hadith recorded by al-Bukhan (1834) and Muslim 
(1353) from Ibn 'Abbas (t$6») that the Prophet (i$l&) said:

1

«.i\i\j 'fju ■*»

<There is no hijrah after conquering Makkah, but there will only 
be jihad and sincerity. And when you are summoned (for the 
fighting), hasten to join.>
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inever be required from him during his entire life.
But as for the hijrah of the heart, which is required from him as 

long as he breathes, you find that he does not seek any knowledge 
regarding it, nor does he develop any intention to undertake it! Thus 
he turns away from that for which he has been created, and which 
alone can save him, and involves himself in that which, of itself, 
cannot save him. This is the situation of those whose vision has been 
blinded, and who have weak perception regarding the priorities of 
knowledge and action.

This applies mostly to those who are already in a land of Islam, and who do not 
need to undertake physical hijrah. However, the physical hijrah is obligatory for 
those who are unable to establish their din in their place of residence, and who are 
capable of migrating to another place where it is easier for them to establish their 
din. This form of hijrah continues till the Last Day. Mu awiyah (4^&) reported that 
the Prophet (i$&) said:

1

«. ^ ^12Jl jiL£ Jj> J£iJI jd&j r. jLSi: f^JI ^ V»

<Iiijrah will not cease until tawbah ceases. And tawbah will not 
cease until the sun rises from its setting place (the West).>

This hadith was recorded by Abu Dftwud, Ahmad, and others, and verified to be 
authentic by al-AlbanT (Irwa -ul-Ghalil no. 1208).

Also, Junadah Bin Umayyah (4^S>) reported that some of the sahabah differed 
as to whether hijrah ended by conquering makkah, and the Prophet (i^) corrected 
them saying:

«. l> jJaSi; v o!»

<Indeed, hijrah does not cease as long as jihad continues.>
This hadith was recorded by Ahmad and at-TahawT, and verified to be authentic by 
al-AlbanT (as-Sahihah no. 1674).

And ‘Abdullah Bin Waqid as-Sa‘dT (4^) reported that the Prophet (ii&) said:

<Hijrah docs not cease as long as the pagans are fought against (by 
the Muslims).>

This hadith was recorded by an-NasaT, and verified to be authentic by al-AlbanT 
(SahTh un-NasaT nos. 3889, 3890 and Inva-ul-Ghalil no. 1208).
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Indeed. Allah is the One from Whom we seek help, and He alone 
does facilitate our affairs. There is no god except Him and no Lord 
besides Him.



CHAPTER 3

MIGRATION TO THE MESSENGER

Description of a Migrator to the Messenger

A Lone Traveler

Migration to the Messenger (i$&) is a clear landmark. Yet, it has been 
lost to people, so that now only its name exists. It is a course that has 
been abandoned (by them, and they went) to smaller paths so that only 
its outline remains. It is a road whose features have been obliterated by 
dusty winds, and whose water sources have been dried by the enemies.

A person upon this course is a stranger among the people, unique 
in every region and gathering, distant despite physical proximity, and 
lonely despite numerous neighbors. He is dejected with what delights 
them (the common people), and is delighted with what dejects them. 
He resides when they travel, and travels when they reside.

He is alone in the way that he chose for seeking his goal, feeling 
no satisfaction until he achieves his prize. He is with the people by 
body, but remote from them by goal. Their eyes sleep indifferently, 
neglecting the pursuit of guidance, while he spends his nights awake. 
They are lax about migration to the Prophet (i$&), while he vigorously 
pursues it. They scorn his disagreement with their views, and they 
condemn him for denouncing their ignorance and deviation. They cast 
their doubts on him, keeping close watch over him. They anxiously 
await his death to rid them of him.

The Traveler’s Response to His People

He would respond to them by reciting:

ijj < Ij-sUjJLS . LL; JUU _jl t> JLLC <j_« v_jI JL*j ill! jl

23
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0 V <0 "•

«Say: “Do you await for us anything except one of 
the two best things (martyrdom or victory) while we 
await for you that Allah will afflict you with a 
punishment from Himself or at our hands? So wait; 
we too are waiting with you.”» 1

And he would recite:

'3i i&%>j” :tP>

N \ Y .LjVl <0 ”.'jjjLa5 Co

«He (the Messenger) said, “My Lord! Judge 
(between us) in truth! Our Lord is the Most 
Merciful, the One whose help is sought against that 
which you describe.”» 2

He would further remind them of what an Arab poet said:
Z

LJ jCS’CjjLoJj ^>1__J-l »U_C ^JUI

“Both we and you will die, and then,
The true loser, at the time of reckoning, is he who will 
be regretful.”

Definition of Migration to the Messenger

Be Your Own Judge

Migration to the Prophet (0) is therefore a most important matter. It 
is a long and difficult way, except for those who are yearning for it, 
as a poet once said:

1 At-Tawbah 9:52.
2 Al-Anbiya '21:112.
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“It is far for the lazy or languid,
But as for a person with yearning, it is near. !> 1

By Allah's Life, this migration is nothing but a radiant light. Any 
darkness that dims it is only because of you!

It is a full moon illuminating the east and west comers of Earth. 
Any clouds or dust that mar it are only because of you!

It is a clear and sweet spring of water. Any contaminants falling 
into it are only because of you!

It is the origin of a great bounty of which you could be totally 
unaware.

Listen then to the importance of this migration, together with the 
evidence for it. Be a judge of yourself before Allah: Are you among 
those who run away from it or among those who run toward it?

The Definition

The definition of this migration is: the soul’s journey in each of the 
issues of belief, in each of the heart’s dispositions, and in each of 
the affairs that arise and require a ruling, to the origin of guidance 
and source of light: coming from the mouth of the truthful and 
trustworthy (Muhammad 0). Allah (Bg) describes him as:

o ^ jkL c>j o u>
t-v ' <0 'J>A > U

«Your companion (Muhammad) has not strayed, nor 
has he erred, nor does he speak of (his own) desire.
It is only a Revelation being revealed (to him).» 2

An issue is acceptable only if the light of his Message irradiates it; 
otherwise, it deserves to be sunk into the seas of darkness. A witness 
is acceptable only if he is approved by this pure and truthful one (iiH);

1 This is said by the well-known poet, Jamil Buthaynah.
2 An-Najm 53:2-4.
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otherwise, you can deem him among the suspected and accused.

Laziness and Indifference

How then could a man who is enslaved by his base instincts and 
earthly inclinations undertake this migration? A man who does not 
want to part with the place where he was born and raised? A man who 
says: “'We only follow our fathers' way, hold to their tradition, and 
trace their footsteps?” How could he undertake it when his ancestors 
were incapable of doing so, and yet he fully relies on them in 
determining his way for success and salvation, claiming that their 
opinion should be better and sounder than his?

If you investigate the reason for saying this, you find it a 
combination of laziness and indifference.

The Obligation of Migrating to the Messenger

This migration to the Messenger (£§&) is required from every Muslim. 
It follows directly from the (second part of the) Shahadah :

jjl ]&e o' 'j+ii

“I bear witness that Muhammad (is|&) is Allah's Messenger,”

This is similar to that the first type of migration (to Allah) follows 
from the first part of the Shahadah:

2j| Vi i o'
“I bear witness that there is no (true) god except Allah.”

Every person is required to ascribe to these two forms of migration 
in this worldly life, the barzakh, and the Home of Final Abode. He 
will also be questioned about them — both in barzakh 1 and on the

Barzakh: Life in (he grave. This is different from the life we currently live — 
extending from death until resurrection. This is discussed in the Translators’s book, 
"Life in al-Barzakh".

I
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Day of Resurrection. One. Qatadah 1 (v&) said:

" ^1 liL.* J ‘.^JUUS j3r liLo’

“The earlier and later people will be asked two 
questions (on Judgment Day), ‘What did you worship,’ 
and, ‘What was your response to the messengers.’ ” 2

These two things are the content of the two parts of the Shahddah.

The Messenger’s Judgment

The Greatest Oath

Allah ($g) says:

10 A Jl <0 CL1U IijXJS ^ jU—^

«But no, by your Lord, they will not (truly) believe 
until they make you (O Muhammad) judge in all 
disputes that arise among them, and then find within 
themselves no resistance against your judgment and 
submit (to it) the fullest submissions 3

Here Allah (3i) makes the greatest oath, swearing by Himself CSd), 
that Tman will not be confirmed for a person, nor would he count as 
one of the (true) believers, until he makes His Messenger (ill) the

1 Qatadah Bin Da'antah as-SudOsT, from al-Basrah in Iraq, is one of the 'ulama of 
labim. He was bom in 60 H and died in 1 18 H.

2 This statement derives from al-Qasas 28:62-74. In Ighathat-ul-Lahfan, Ibn-ul- 
Qayyim also attributed it to Qatadah. whereas he attributed it in Madarij-us-SalikTn 
to Abu-l-‘Aliyah, as Ibn Jarir at-Tabari did in his tafsTr.

3 An-Nisd '4:65.
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judge in all issues of dispute and in all aspects of the Dm.
The term “all disputes” in this ayah serves in negating Tman if the 

Messenger’s (igS>) judgment is not accepted in all disputes.
Furthermore, Allah (j$g) requires the heart’s contentment with the 

Messenger’s judgment, so that one would find no resistance to it within 
oneself. Thus, one must receive his judgment with satisfaction, 
submission, and contentment. Receiving it with dissatisfaction or 
reluctance is contradictory to Tman.

An Important Test

If a person wishes to know where he stands in regard to this matter, he 
should examine himself and inspect his heart when a judgment from 
the Messenger (ill), regarding a major or a minor issue, comes 
conflicting with his desire or differing from the way of his ancestors. 
Allah (t?g) says:

No-Ni LaLill <0 jJj O b

«Rather, the human being will be a witness against 
himself, even though he would present his excuses.» 1

Exalted be Allah. How often do some people loathe statements said 
by the Messenger ()§&) and wish that they were never said. What 
aversion in their hearts and what dryness in their throats did some of 
the texts leave! Their secret thoughts will surely be revealed to them, 
causing them pain and humiliation on that Day:

<\ jjiiji <o

«The Day when all the secrets (of hearts and 
intentions) will be uncovered and tried.» 2

NO LESS THAN THE FULLEST SUBMISSION

Allah ($i) concludes the above ayah (an-Nisa 4:65) by requiring

1 Al-Qiyamah 75:14-15.
2 At-Tariq 86:9.
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absolute submission to the Messenger (i.e., to his judgments and 
commands).

This submission is not that of a defeated fighter who is forced to 
surrender to his enemy. Rather, it is the submission of an obedient 
subordinate to his master who is dearest to him, realizing that only 
through this submission will he achieve happiness and success. It is the 
submission of a person who realizes that, compared to himself, his 
master has more right on him, has more concern and compassion for 
him, and is a superior counselor who has better knowledge of what 
benefits him, and is, therefore, more capable of assisting him.

True Love and Surrender to the Messenger

iWhen a person realizes these meanings 
Messenger ($&), he would surely submit himself to him (0) and 
surrender every desire in his heart out of obedience to him. He would 
comprehend that he cannot attain happiness except through this 
submission and obedience.

This matter is not easy to express with words. The heart needs to 
open up for it to allow it to sink down to its depths. It cannot be 
attained by mere claims or wishes. A poet once said:

with respect to the

“Everyone claims to be the lover of Layla, 
But Layla does not commit to any of them.”

Indeed, there is a great difference between knowing the meaning 
of love and being truly in love. The people often confuse between

When applied to the Prophet (£§&), these meanings must be understood within the 
boundaries of Islam. They should not be influenced by extreme tendencies like the 
siifis' who glorify him beyond his honorable human status, bestowing on him some 
divine attributes, and believing that he can answer their supplications and help and 
protect them while he is in his grave.

Thus he (i|&) should be dearer to a person than himself. Submitting to him 
means submitting to his Sunnah. His mercy, compassion, and ability to counsel and 
save the people are by virtue of what Allah (tfe) taught him. After his death, this 
takes place through his Sunnah and teachings.

1
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knowledge and experience.
Similar to this is the example of a sick man who is under the 

influence of disease. He knows the meaning of health and well-being; 
however, his knowledge does not enable him to experience the health 
enjoyed by a healthy person, even if the latter could not describe his 
healthy condition in an expressive manner.

Another example is that of two persons, one of them knowing the 
meaning of fear, and the other being subjected to it and really 
experiencing it.

Emphasizing Submission to the Messenger

In the above ayah (an-Niscf 4:65), Allah ($§) emphasizes the 
obligation of obeying the Messenger (ii&) in several ways as follows.

1. Preceding an Oath with Negation

Allah (3g) precedes the oath with the negation, «But no, by your 
Lord ...»

This is a well-know style in the (original) language of the Arabs. 
When a sentence contains a negation ', it starts with a negated oath. 
For instance as-Siddlq (Abu Bakr 4£>) said:

ill jJ ^ jJ ji jui; isj .in u*r
" .iJL- dLJajtli .djJjj it I e JjliJ

“No, by Allah! He shall not proceed to one of Allah's 
lions who fought for Allah and His Messenger and give 
you his booty.» 2

1 In this case, mian is what is being negated.
2 The occasion for this saying is what was recorded by al-BukharT (3142) and Muslim 

(I75l) from Abu Qatadah (4^>) that he was with the Prophet (i^) during the battle 
of Hunayn. While the Muslims were in the heat of the fight, Abu Qatadah observed 
a man from among the pagans about to kill a Muslim. He ran to him from behind 
and hit him with his sword between the shoulders. The pagan turned toward Abu 
Qatadah. held him, and squeezed him so hard that Abu Qatadah felt he was about
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There are numerous examples of this style in the Arabic poetry, as 
in the following two lines:

'J\ J\ '^Ul ^ jJ V ^
“No, by your father ', O daughter of the one from the 
tribe of ‘Amir,
The people cannot claim that I ever run away (in the 
battlefield).» 2

IjJI LJ "Vj

“No, by Allah! One cannot find for what ails me, 
Nor what ails them — ever — a cure. »> 3

If we examine the Qur’anic statements that contain oaths preceded 
by a negation, we find in most of them that the object of the oath is 
negated as well. This general rule is not revoked by Allah's saying:

,UJI 5Li>o 'j pJ Aj o g '

vv-vo <o A

to die. But then death came to the pagan, and he released Abu Qatadah. 
After the battle, the Prophet said three times:

«. lllL. ili 1LJ .Jix *J JJJ

<Whoever kills an enemy and has proof of it, he has the right to 
his booty.>

Abu Qatadah asked around if anyone would testify before the Prophet (!$$&) that 
he had killed that pagan. A man then confessed, “He tells the truth. O Allah's 
Messenger. 1 took his booty; so substitute it for him with something satisfactory.”

AbO Bakr (<^>) interjected with the above statement, and the Messenger (iS§Sp 
agreed. <He is right!> So the man gave Abu Qatadah his booty.

1 As explained in a footnote below, swearing by the fathers is prohibited in Islam.
2 This was said by a Umru'-ul-Qays Bin Hujr al-KindT. a poet who died before Islam.
3 This was said by Muslim Bin Ma'bid al-Walibl, a poet from the UmawT era.
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«But no! I swear by the setting of the stars — and 
indeed, it surely is a great oath, if you could know. 
Indeed, it is a noble Qur’an.» 1

The purpose of this oath is to negate the disbelievers’ fallacies 
regarding the Qur’an: that it is poetry, magic, or fables of the past. 
Thus, Allah (dil) preceded the oath with a negation and then affirmed 
that the truth is contrary to what they claimed. Therefore, these ayat 
carry the meaning that, “But no! It is not as you claim; rather, it is a 
noble Qur’an”.

In other places, Allah (^g) explicitly mentions both the negation 
and the affirmation. For example, He ($g) says:

O la! O I O J-SI ^i>

sS* A fJ & o rJ JAj SA A O la! lj 
jil_* O bO I O i,jij*S\ 

SJu'jA^jO uA* v4^l JLi > O OuiJI jiVi '.Cj 

vo-no
# *

«But no! I swear by the retreating stars — those that 
run their courses and disappear, and by the night as 
it settles in (or departs), and by the dawn as it stirs. 
Indeed, this (the Qur’an) is surely the words 
(conveyed) by a noble messenger (JibrTl). He (Jibril) 
is endowed with power and has a secure position 
before the Lord of the Throne (Allah); he is there (in 
the heavens) obeyed and trustworthy.

And your companion (Muhammad) is certainly 
not mad. Indeed, he saw him (JibrTl) in the clear 
horizon. And he does not withhold (from you) any 
knowledge of the ghayb. And it (the Qur’an) is not 
the word of an outcast devil.* 2

1 Al-Waqtah 57:75-78.
2 Al-TakwTr 81:15-25.
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And Allah (j$g) says:

LuJ O Zfjfi oJ&l (Lil % O Zlsll ^ ,USl Yp

l-\ ioLill <0 j'Lilij i£j—*j jl (_yLc LriJ*'-® ^ V,A-ollit t>^

«But no! I swear by the Day of Resurrection, and I 
swear by the self-reproaching soul (of a believer).
Does the human being think that We will not 
assemble his bones? Yes, We surely are Able to even 
proportion his fingertips.» 1

Therefore, preceding an oath with a negation leads to confirming 
the object of the oath and emphasizing the absence of falsehoods 
regarding it.

2. Using an Oath

The second method (that Allah uses in the above ayah, an-Nisa 4:65, 
to emphasize the obligation of obeying the Messenger (i|&)) is the very 
use of an oath. 2

3. Allah Swears by Himself

The third method of emphasis is that Allah (j$g) chooses to swear by 
Himself and not by any of His creation — which He does on many 
occasions 3.

4. Requiring the Absence of Any Resistance

The fourth method of emphasis is that Allah (3g) requires submission 
to the Messenger’s judgment to an extent that leaves no resistance

Al-Qiyamah 75:1-4.
2 Allah ($£) uses the oath to negate Tman from those who do not fulfill the conditions 

of submitting to the Prophet's judgment as set forth in the rest of the ayah.
3 People, however, may only swear by Allah His names, or His attributes. The 

Messenger instructed that anyone who wants to make an oath should either 
make it by Allah (®§) or remain silent. (Al-BukharT and Muslim)

1
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in the heart.

5. Complete Submission

And the fifth method of emphasis is in repeating the term “submit” in 
the abstract form. i

The Prophet’s Right on the Believers

The various methods of emphasis applied here 2, and the great care 
taken to establish this important matter (of submission to the 
Messenger ) in the people’s hearts, only reflect its great significance. 
Allah (9ig) says:

3 ^ iepi Jj 1
«The Prophet has a higher claim 3 on the believers 
than (they have on) themselves.» 4

This ayah indicates that anyone who does not give more regard to 
the Messenger ($&) than oneself is not one of the believers.

This Prophet’s claim on the believers involves the following two 
important matters:

1. Dearer Than Oneself

The Messenger (0) should be more beloved than one’s own self. This

1 Literally, this would translate as, “... And submit a submission." In Arabic, this 
reflects the meaning: "... And submit a full submission.”

2 In his book, “as-Sawaiq-ul-Mursalah", Ibn-ul-Qayyim mentions five additional 
forms of emphasis present in this ayah, making a total of ten. Those other five forms 
rely on knowledge of the Arabic language so deep that we do not find it suitable to 
discuss them here.

3 The Arabic word used here is awld which means that the Prophet ($&) has 
right and claim on one than oneself. It also carries the meaning of closeness, i.e., 
that the Prophet (iSsS) must be closer to one than oneself.

4 Al-Ahzdb 33:6.

more
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is so because the Prophet’s claim on a believer is based on love. A 
person normally loves himself more than others; yet, the 
Messenger (0) should have more claim on him, and should be dearer 
to him than himself. With this, he acquires the quality of Tman.

Recognizing the Prophet’s claim on oneself and loving him truly 
results in all of the true consequences of love, such as full compliance 
and obedience, satisfaction with his judgment, submission to his 
commands, and favoring him above anyone else.

2. The Ruler over Oneself

A person should not have an independent rule over himself; this 
authority is the right of the Messenger (0). His (0) rule is superior 
to a master’s rule over his slave or a father’s rule over his child. Thus, 
a person has no right of disposal over himself except in accordance 
with what the Messenger (0) disposes, for he (0) has more claim on 
him than himself.

Deviation from the True Love

How then could such a closeness (to the Messenger) be attained by a 
person who isolates the Messenger’s message from the position of 
authority (over himself and his life)? A person who is more satisfied 
and pleased with someone else’s judgment than with the Messenger’s? 
A person who claims that the guidance is not to be sought from 
him (0) but from the dictates of the minds, and who claims that the 
Messenger’s message does not offer certitude? These and other similar 
views reflect deviation from the Prophet (0) and his Message, and 
substitution of the beneficial knowledge by what is inferior to it. This 
indeed is clear misguidance.

There is no way of establishing the closeness to the Messenger (0) 
except by isolating oneself from all but him (0), following him in 
everything, and checking what anyone else says against his (0) 
guidance. If the Messenger’s (0) testimony supports it, it is accepted, 
and if it invalidates it, it is rejected. And if it is unclear whether the 
Prophet’s (0) testimony is for or against it, it is treated as the talk of 
the People of the Scripture, and no decision is made concerning it until 
it becomes clear to which of the two judgments it is nearer.
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When a person follows this understanding, his journey of hijrah 
will be straightforward, his knowledge and actions will be upright, and 
the people will aspire after hint from every direction.



CHAPTER 4

JUSTICE AND FAIR TESTIMONY

Establishing Justice

False Claims of Love

It is surprising that some people claim closeness to the Messenger (0) 
and complete love for him and yet they strive to follow and establish 
someone else’s opinions.

Those opinions become their criteria for indignation, love, 
satisfaction, and judgment.

They compare the Messenger’s (ill) statements to those opinions; 
if the Messenger’s (ill) statements agree with them, they accept them; 
otherwise, they apply every possible trick and take every possible 
measure to reject them and turn away from them. Allah ($§) says:

°J Us ob J
N Yo .LJI <0 ajbtf LL 0if ill jll

«So follow not (your) desire, lest (it makes) you stray 
from justice. If you distort (your testimony) or refuse 
(to provide it), then indeed Allah is ever Acquainted 
with what you do.» 1

An Important Ayah

The above ayah (in full) carries important meanings that should be 
emphasized because of the great need for them. Allah ($£) says:

1 An-Nisa’4:135.

37
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A)La IjJii jl llA jl .au^aSflj jji j\ |»£...-a.»‘l

AjT jlj I_«l IjjJj o!j ‘ IjJAj jl I

\ ro a_ji <o iJLis u- ji<r
«0 you who believe, always stand firmly for justice, 
as witnesses for Allah, even if it be against 
yourselves or your parents and relatives. Whether 
one is rich or poor, Allah can best protect both. So 
follow not (your) desire, lest you stray from justice. 
If you distort (your testimony) or refuse (to provide 
it), then indeed Allah is ever Acquainted with what 
you do.» 1

Allah (9§) commands the believers to establish equity and justice. 
This should be extended to everyone, enemy or friend.

Justice in Views and Opinions

It is most important to establish justice in regard to views, opinions, 
and inclinations, because they relate to Allah’s commands and 
teachings.

Establishing views, opinions, and inclinations upon desire and 
prejudice is contradictory to Allah’s commands and the guidance of 
His messengers. On the other hand, establishing them upon justice is 
the mission of the Messenger’s successors from his nation — the 
trustworthy among his followers.

No one deserves this description of trust except those who establish 
absolute justice in these matters, thereby offering pure advice for 
Allah. His Book, His Messenger, and His servants. These are indeed 
the true inheritors (of the glorious Message) — and not a person who 
makes his companions, opinions, and inclinations the measure and 
indicator of truth, loathing and befriending for them.

How far is such a person from establishing the justice that Allah 
enjoined on every individual, especially in these matters (of views and 
opinions) that carry a greater obligation and a higher mandate!

1 An-Nisa '4:135.
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Fair Testimonies

Two Related Ayat

In the above ayah, Allah ($g) says:

\ro cL~ji <jj

«... As witnesses for Allah ...» 1

A witness is a reporter. If he reports truthfully then he is acceptable 
and just; but if he reports falsehoods then he is a false witness.

In addition to establishing justice, Allah requires one to be a 
witness for Him alone. Thus, the testimony should also be performed 
with justice, and should be for Allah alone.

In another ayah Allah (§g) says:

a sjoin <jaiji :Tjl£ Aj il£.i; o-ill Lfeb;>

«0 you who believe, always stand firmly for Allah, 
witnesses to justice ...» 2

Together, these two ayat require four things: establishing justice, 
establishing it for Allah, maintaining truthful testimony, and doing this 
for Allah as well.

The ayah in Surat an-Nisct emphasizes standing for justice and 
being a true witness for Allah, whereas that of Surat al-Maidah 
emphasizes standing firmly for Allah and being a fair witness. This 
difference has an intricate rationale that we discuss elsewhere. 3

The Test of Fairness and Iman

In the above ayah, Allah (t5i) then says:

1 An-Nisa '4:135.
2 Al-Mdidah 5:8.
3 Some scholars indicate that the difference arises from that the ayah (4:135) is part 

of a discussion of fairness and justice, whereas the ayah (5:8) is part of a discussion 
offiqh regulations [Malak-ut-Ta'wTl (1:221) by Ahmad al-Ghumatl].
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\ro
«... Even if it be against yourselves or parents and 
relatives.» 1

Allah (3£) requires establishing justice and maintaining true 
testimony against everyone, including one’s most beloved. A person is 
required to be fair against himself, his parents, who are his roots, and 
his relatives, who are usually closer to him and who support him more 
than other people.

A person’s love for himself, his parents, and his kin, tends to 
prevent him from establishing truth and justice against them, especially 
when this involves the right of someone whom he dislikes or hates. In 
such a case, none will establish this justice except a person who loves 
Allah (3£) and His Messenger (i§&) more than anything else. This 
criterion, therefore, may be used to test the strength and level of Tman 
in the heart.

On the other end, a person should be just toward his enemies and 
those whom he dislikes. Hatred should not cause him to be unjust to 
them, just as love for himself and his kin should not prevent him from 
establishing justice against them. This hatred should not make him do 
wrong, just as love should not stop him from doing right.

One of the salaf said:

“A just person is he whose anger does not make him do 
wrong, nor does satisfaction prevent him from doing 
right.”

Thus these two ayat (of an-Nisa and al-Maidah) together require 
two things: establishing justice, and maintaining fair witness against 
friend and enemy.

Wealth-Based Prejudice

In the above ayah, Allah (&§) then says:

I An-Nisa '4:135.
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\ re .1_ji <n* ^iji Jjuti i^ii j\ \L± ji)
«... Whether one is rich or poor, Allah can best 
protect both.» 1

This indicates that in the case of a wealthy person, people may not 
establish fair witness against him, hoping to attain benefit and favor 
from him because of his wealth. As for a poor person, they would not 
fear him or expect benefit from him. Allah tells such people that: He 
has more right to both (the wealthy and the poor) than you do. He is 
their Lord and Master, and they are His subjects and servants just as 
you are. So, show no bias toward a wealthy man because of his wealth, 
nor against a poor man because of his poverty; Allah (§£) has a greater 
claim on both of them.

A possibly better interpretation of this is that people may be 
reluctant to establish justice or testify against the wealthy or poor for 
other reasons. As for the wealthy, they may fear to cause them a loss 
in wealth; and as for the poor, they may treat them indifferently 
because of their poverty and shortage. So they are told, “Allah is closer 
than you to both the wealthy and poor; He is more knowledgeable 
about the first and more merciful toward the second; thus, do not stop 
establishing truthful witness against either.”

Two Ways of Hiding the Truth

In the above ayah, Allah (§£) then says:

\YC .1_JI <1 iJjjj J 'J£f\ I Su>

«... So follow not your desire, lest you stray from 
justice.» 2

Here, Allah prohibits following desires to the extent that they 
would lead to forsaking justice. Allah (3i) then says:

1 An-Nisci '4:135.
2 An-Nisa '4:135.
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N ro ,L_JI <0 l^o- 'oj^ L, ^ oli I.A->2 jl l>: o!j>

«If you distort (your testimony) or refuse (to provide 
it), indeed Allah is ever Acquainted with what you 
do.» 1

Allah (9g) here mentions and warns against two ways of hiding the 
truth: distorting the testimony and refusing to provide it.

When the truth is apparent and clear, hiding it is done in one of 
two ways: turn away from it and avoid to mention it — as a mute 
devil does, or alter and distort it.

Distortion of truth can be in words or meaning. Distorting words 
is done by adding, removing, or replacing some terms. It can also be 
done by uttering words in such a way as to make the listener think that 
he heard something different from what was actually meant. This is 
similar to what the Jews did in greeting Allah’s Messenger (H&) 2.

Distorting the meaning is done by interpreting the words differently 
from what the speaker intended, introducing that which he did not 
mean, dropping some of what he meant, and so on.

Summary

Thus Allah (3g) warns against all kinds of distortion of the testimony. 
A witness is required to provide a precise testimony, without hiding or 
distorting it.

Just contemplate, then, on the great amount of wisdom and 
knowledge contained in this ayah.

In summary, a person’s Tman is either nonexistent or incomplete — 
unless he submits to the Texts (of the Qur’an and Sunnah) with 
acceptance and satisfaction, proclaiming them and inviting others to 
them, without rejection or distortion.

1 An-Nisa '4:135.
2 When greeting the Messenger (^), some Jews pretended to say, “As-Salamu 

'Alaykmn," when they actually said, “As-Sammu 'Alaykum (Death be upon you).” 
(Al-Bukhari (6024) and Muslim (2165) from ’A’ishah Os&>)).



CHAPTER 5

OBEYING THE MESSENGER

Submission to the Decisions of Allah and His Messenger

Allah (®§) says:

,iJ2jl I'il Yj jlS Coj)

n jl l>l

«After Allah and His Messenger had decided a 
matter, it is not (allowed) for a believing man or 
woman that they should have any (different) choice 
about their affair.» 1

This ayah indicates that: when it is confirmed that Allah (t5g) and 
His Messenger (£H) have made a decision or have informed about a 
particular matter, then no believer, male or female, may choose 
differently. Any opposing choice would contradict Tman.

Ash-Shafn Odfe) reported that there is a consensus among the 
sahabcih, the tcibiun, and their followers, that:

“If a sunnah of Allah’s Messenger (0) becomes 
manifest to a person, he would not have any choice but 
to follow it, regardless of other people’s opinions. *> 2

No Muslim 'alim would dispute or doubt the truth of this 
statement. The only (human) evidence that the people are required to 
follow is the words of the Infallible (Muhammad i^) who does not say 
anything out of desire. 3

1 Al-Ahzab 33:36.
2 Ar-Risalah.
3 As in an-Najm 53:3.
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Other people’s views could, at best, be acceptable to follow. But 
in no way may they be used to oppose or outweigh the Texts (of the 
Qur’an and Sunnah). We ask Allah (9§) to protect us from the failure 
(incurred on those who do not abide by this).

Guidance in Obeying the Messenger

Also, Allah ($§) says:

uJu lyj ju . ij^S\j i: jj>

Jx Ixj , Ijlj Jli Li

0 £. j_^JI <0 "iOl J-JJI VI

«Say, “Obey Allah and obey the Messenger; but if 
you turn away then upon him (the Messenger) is that 
with which he has been charged, and upon you that 
with which you have been charged. If you obey him, 
you will be rightly guided. The Messenger's duty is 
only clear deliverance (of the Message)”.» 1

Here Allah (3g) makes obeying the Messenger (iH) a condition for 
guidance; guidance cannot be acquired without this obedience. The 
duty of the Messenger (iil) is to deliver the Message; and the people’s 
duty is to follow, obey, and submit to him. Al-BukharT (i^>) reported 
that Az-ZuhrT 2 said:

“From Allah (comes) the knowledge; from the 
Messenger (i$&) (occurs) the deliverance (of the 
knowledge); and from us (is required) the submission 
(to the Message).”

Thus if the people neglect their duty of belief and obedience, they

1 An-Nur 24:54.
2 One of the TabiTn. He is a famous scholar of Hadilh and one of the important 

teachers of al-Bukharf.
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will harm themselves, not the Messenger (i§i). His responsibility is not 
to make them guided and successful, but only to deliver the Message 
to them.

Referring Disagreements to Allah and His Messenger

Addressing the Believers

Allah (§g) says:

j% ig/g iggb iggi gg lgb>
r-^ o! M Jl g gip 6Li .gg
^ •!—ji <o %,jb sg bu''i gJtj Ail ggg
«0 you who believe, obey Allah, and obey the 
Messenger and those in authority among you. If you 
disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and the 
Messenger — if you (truly) believe in Allah and the 
Last Day. That is the best (way) and best in 
result.» 1

Allah ($g) requires obedience to Him and to His Messenger (^). 
He starts the ayah with an address to the believers, hinting that what 
is required thereafter is a consequence of this title with which they are 
addressed.

This is similar to saying, “You whom Allah has favored and 
enriched with His bounties, be good to others as Allah has been good 
to you.” And also, “O learned man, teach the people what benefits 
them.” And, “O ruler, rule with justice.” And so on.

For this reason, legislative matters in the Quran are frequently 
started by addressing the believers. For example, Allah says:

\ Ar s>ji <.' clajT gdi lA \gjjl igb>

1 An-Nisa ’4:59.
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«0 you who believe, fasting is enjoined upon you.»

And He (9£) says:

‘y_ v i'JUj ni ijLoi: oiJjT i*b> 

s i^J.1 <.Ja1 /i 'J\

«0 you who believe, when the call for prayer is 
proclaimed on the day of Jumu'ah (Friday), hasten 
to the remembrance of Allah.» 2

And He (9g) says:

n »jdui i.ij.ik3i )jlj\ )j^\: jjjJi gib>

«0 you who believe, fulfill the contracts.» 3

Addressing the believers like this carries the implication that, “If 
you are true believers, perform such and such, because it is a 
requirement for the integrity and truthfulness of hnan."

Obeying the Messenger Is Part of Obeying Allah

In the above ayah (an-Nisci’ 59), Allah demands obedience to Him, 
His Messenger (8&), and those in authority. Allah differentiates 
between obeying Him and obeying His Messenger by repeating the 
verb “obey”. But He joins between obeying His Messenger and those 
in authority by applying one verb, “obey”, to them together. One might 
expect the opposite — (that the verb “obey” would be applied only 
once to both Allah and the Messenger) because:

A • .LJI <.arf I*] ‘Ai

1 Al-Baqaruh 2:183.
2 Al-Junut'ali 62:9.
3 Al-Maiilah 5:1.
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«He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah.»

However, this (repetition of the verb) has a subtle reason. It 
indicates that the Messenger must be independently obeyed in all that 
he commands, even in matters not specifically required in the Qur’an. 
Therefore, it is mandatory to obey the Messenger (0) independently 
and jointly (with Allah).

Let no one then presume that the Messenger (ill) should only be 
obeyed in commands that exist in the Qur’an, and that he need not be 
obeyed otherwise. (In refutation of such a fallacy,) the Prophet {£&) 
said :

JzJ jii ijfis 5142 3
y 1 ^ L. till LLS

'-'ij’jl ls’Ij ^

-A *

«.^0 iJiL.j OLfJI

<In future times, a man with a full stomach, reclining 
on his pillow, will hear a command from me and say, 
“Let the judge between us (in this matter) be Allah's 
Book: we follow whatever we find in it.” (Know that) 
indeed, I have been given the Book and, with it, that 
which is similar to it (the Sunnah).> 2

Obeying Those in Authority

As for those who are in authority, obeying them is not required as an 
independent obligation, but only as part of obeying the Messenger (i$S). 
This is confirmed by what is authentically reported from the 
Prophet (i$&) said:

jj l. liiyij £1ji .pi j£»
«.Silt % ill >1 IjLs

1 An-Nisa '4:80.
2 Recorded by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, and others from al-Miqdam Bin Ma'di Yakrib 

and Abu Rafi‘ 0$s>). Verified to be authentic by al-AlbtinT (as-SahThah no. 2870 and 
Hidayat ur-Ruwah nos. 161, 162).
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<One should listen and obey (those in authority) in 
matters that one likes or dislikes — as long as one is 
not commanded to disobey Allah (Big). When one is 
commanded to disobey Allah, one should neither 
listen nor obey.> 1

In the above ayah (an-Nisa 59), Allah then emphasizes obeying 
the Messenger (i§») by requiring that matters of disagreement should 
be referred to “Allah and the Messenger”. He did not say, “To Allah 
and to the Messenger” 2. The reason for this is that referring matters 
to the Qur’an is equivalent to referring them to Allah and the 
Messenger. Referring them to the Sunnah is also equivalent to referring 
them to Allah and the Messenger. Thus, Allah’s judgment is the same 
as His Messenger’s (^); and the Messenger’s (i|&) judgment is the 
same as Allah's.

Therefore, if you refer your disputes to Allah, i.e., to His Book, 
you have referred them to His Messenger as well. And if you 
refer them to His Messenger (i^), you have referred them to Allah as 
well. This is one of the subtleties of the Qur’an.

Who Are the People in Authority?

Two views have been expressed by the sahabah and the ‘ulama as to 
who are those in authority. The first is that they are the ‘ulama, and 
the other is that they are the rulers. 3

In reality, it applies to both groups, because both the ‘ulama and 
the rulers are placed in charge of the affairs concerning which Allah 
sent His Messenger.

As for the ‘ulama, they are charged with protecting the Dm, 
explaining it, teaching it, and refuting those who deviate from it or try

1 Recorded by al-Bukhari (2955, 7144) and Muslim (1839) from ‘Abdullah Bin 
‘Umar (t$g>).

2 Which would then have separated belween Allah’s (915) judgment and His 
Messenger’s (ii§&) judgment.

3 Abu Hurayrah (4$b) said that they are the commanders, and Ibn ‘Abbas said that 
they arc the commanders and the 'ulama . Both are reported by at-TabarT and others 
and verified to be authentic by al-Hafiz (al-HilalT’s commentary on at-Tabukiyyah 
p. 129).
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to alter it. Allah (3£) gave them this charge, as He says:
K ' ' l

l* 'J&, jU A'jSYj L^fJl oiJJl
A^ <0 l* I.i^4J C^S 1* dsTj

«Those (prophets) are the ones to whom We gave the 
Book, authority, and prophethood. If these people 
(the disbelievers) reject it, then We have entrusted it 
to a people who do not reject it.» 1

This is indeed a great assignment to the ‘ulama that compels the 
other people to obey them, accept their commands, and follow them.

As for the rulers, they are charged with establishing the Din, 
safeguarding it, compelling the people to adhere to it, and punishing 
those who deviate from it.

Thus these two groups are in charge of the affairs of people, and 
other people are their followers and subjects.

A Believer’s Stance in Regard to Matters of Disagreement

In the above ayah, Allah ($§) says:

o! M Jl a
C<\ <L_JI {.jM All

«If you disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and 
the Messenger — if you believe in Allah and the Last 
Day.» 2

o.Li>

This provides decisive evidence that differencs in all aspects of the 
Dm should be referred to Allah and His Messenger (sl&), and to no one 
else.

Those who refer their differences to other than Allah and His 
Messenger would be opposing Allah’s command. And those who, in

1 Al-Anam 6:89.
2 An-Nisa '4:59.
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resolving their differences, seek other than the judgment of Allah ($£) 
and His Messenger ($&), would be calling to Jahiliyyah.

One does not truly enter the realm of Tman until one refers the 
differences that arise among people to Allah and His Messenger. Since 
this ayah sets the condition, «... if you believe in Allah and the Last 
Dav,» Tman would be lacking for a person who does not refer the 
differences to Allah and His Messenger (0).

This ayah should be a sufficient clarification and guidance in this 
matter of obeying the Messenger. It provides protection and backing 
for those who abide by it, and is a powerful refutation and attack 
against those who deny it, as Allah (3§) says:

ij-t ,_g> Cr* frr? Cr^ li^e> i

iV <o JL-J Jij .ill;

5 x a x t

«... That he who would perish might perish in clear 
evidence (of the truth), and that he who would 
remain alive might live in clear evidence (of the 
truth). Indeed, Allah is Hearing and Knowing.» 1

Referring Matters to the Prophet after His Death

The earlier and later Muslims agree that referring matters to Allah 
means referring them to His Book, and referring matters to the 
Messenger (0) means referring them to him personally during his life, 
and to his Sunnah after his death.

The Excellence of Obeying the Messenger

In the above ayah, Allah (3g) then says:

0 ^ <L_JI <0 Xjb ^ k)' 'i>

«That is the best (way) and best in result.» 2

1 Al-Anfal 8:42.
2 An-Nisa'4:59.
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This means, “What I have commanded you (to obey Me and obey 
My Messenger and those in authority, and to refer disputes to Me and 
My Messenger) is better for you in this life and in the hereafter, and 
leads to your happiness in both lives. Therefore, it is best and most 
rewarding for you.”

This indicates that obeying Allah (3§) and His Messenger (0) and 
making them the referees is the means to immediate and continued 
happiness. All good results from obeying the Messenger (ill). 
Obedience to him (iH) resembles a cave that provides safety and 
security for those who enter it. If people properly obey him (0), there 
would be no evil on earth.

All evil of this world is caused by disobeying the Messenger ($j&). 
This applies both to natural catastrophes and calamities, and to harm, 
pain, and grief that afflict an individual in his person. Furthermore, all 
evil and pain in the hereafter results from disobeying him

Therefore, the evil of both lives arises from ignoring the 
Messenger’s (0) teachings and disobeying him. This clearly proves 
that a person will not attain prosperity and happiness until he strives 
to learn the Messenger’s (i|&) teachings and then implement them with 
true action.

The Human Excellence

The happiness that arises from truly obeying the Messenger (i|&) can 
be complemented by two additional requirements. The first is inviting 
people to obey him (£§&), and the second is maintaining perseverance 
while striving to fulfill this mission.

Thus, human excellence is confined to four matters:

1. Knowing the Message of the Messenger (£&>).

2. Acting in accordance with this knowledge.

3. Spreading this knowledge among the people and inviting them 
to it.

4. Persevering and striving to accomplish all of this.
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One who seeks to learn how the sahabah (<$&) lived and wishes to 
follow them should know that this was indeed their way, so it must be 
pursued. A poet once said:

bLi irfUlLu JolilU f^UI I i Op
“If you want to catch up with those folks, follow their way: 
It has become quite manifest for those who aspire to it.”



CHAPTER 6

THE PEOPLE OF MISERY

Deviating from the Messenger

Between Guidance and Deviation

Addressing His Messenger Allah (t$g) says:

o!j <(=sr^ "Hili o!” :ji>

0 • • V'Lr* 1 '-“-rs

«Say, “If I should stray, I would only stray against 
myself. But if I am guided, it is because of what my 
Lord reveals to me. Indeed, He is Hearing and 
Near.”» 1

This carries a clear evidence that the guidance of Allah’s 
Messenger (£&) came only through the Wahy (Revelation). Amazing it 
is then to find men with confused minds and conflicting opinions 
claiming to be guided! How does this guidance reach them? Indeed:

oivji ill j*

) v i <o i'jdr, ,*j

«He whom Allah guides is rightly guided. But as for 
him whom He leaves to stray, you will never find a 
protecting guide for him.» 2

What misguidance is worse than that of a person who claims that

1 Saba 34:50.
2 Al-Kahf 18:17.
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guidance does not occur through the Wahy\ He would rather refer 
matters to the opinions of this-and-that and so-and-so! Great indeed is 
Allah's favor upon one whom He guarded from such a serious 
deviation and great disaster. All praise is due to Allah, Lord of the 
nations.

Following Either the Messenger or Falsehood

Also, Allah (Big) says:
tf 3 *

O jJCSJ ^ *>li J1JI J^l
l

% J>l L. IIjJlJi o Z»u£ULJ 'JjSbj

r-r oi sh\ <o & xii .rgj,i ^ i
«A Book has been revealed to you — so let there not 
be in your breast any distress concerning it — with 
which to warn (the people), and as a reminder to the 
believers. Follow (O people) what has been sent 
down to you from your Lord, and do not follow any 
allies besides Him. Little do you remember (the 
admonition).» 1

In this, Allah (Big) requires following what He revealed to His 
Messenger and forbids following others. One can either follow His 
Revelation or follow allies other than Him — Allah gives only these 
two alternatives. Thus, anyone not following the Wciliy is indeed 
following falsehoods and other allies instead of Allah. By Allah's 
Grace, this should be clear and obvious.

The Hostile Confidants

Regret on the Day of Judgment

Allah (M) says:

1 Al-A'raf 7:2-3.
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£/> CjjjK-fl ^yiLLL-;” :JjJu ih'xj ^jJ-C jtJliaj]

o vim mi jj <^11:^ o vm-

^mw " jX* aii m jrjjT ^ ^mi jlaJ
YV-YV jL3>JI <0 V/i>

«(Consider) the Day when the wrongdoer will bite 
his hands (in regret) and say, “Oh! I wish I had 
followed a path (of guidance) with the Messenger! 
Oh! Woe to me! I wish I had never taken so-and-so 
as a confidant! Indeed, he led me astray from the 
Message (of Allah) after it had come to me.” And 
Satan is ever a betrayer of the human being.» 1

Anyone who follows a person other than the Messenger (0), 
abandoning his guidance for the sake of that person’s words or 
opinions, will surely say these same words. This is why Allah refers 
here to the confidant as ‘so-and-so’, which is a general term that could 
apply to any person taken as a confidant instead of Allah.

This applies then to confidants whose relationship is based on what 
is contrary to obeying the Messenger (£§&): their friendship will 
eventually turn into enmity and accusations, as Allah (3g) says:

*\v oi>jji <o vi jjlc

«The confidants on that Day will be foes to each 
other — except for the pious.» 2

The Followers and the Followed

Allah ($ij) describes the plight of the followers and of those whom 
they followed in several places in His Book. For instance, He says:

Ulilj ill mil --iJju cjlIJI zjx

1 Al-Furqan 25:27-29.
2 Az-Zukhruf 43:67.
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O ULJLjT lailL 1111,1 l!l yiij O ".UJJj\
■u-'n <o". iyJr mi v^rjuJl ^ orui^ ^ji;

«(Consider) the Day when their faces will be turned 
about in the Fire. They will say, “How we wish that 
we had obeyed Allah and obeyed the Messenger!” 
And they will say, “Our Lord! Indeed we obeyed our 
chiefs and dignitaries, and they led us astray from 
the (right) path. Our Lord! Double their punishment, 
and curse them with a great curse.”» i

After being too late, those people will wish that they had obeyed 
Allah ($g) and His Messenger (iH>). They will confess that they had 
obeyed their chiefs and leaders and disobeyed the Messenger (iH), 
acknowledging that they had no excuse in doing so. This realization 
will lead them to request doubling the punishment and curses for those 
leaders.

This carries an important lesson and a useful admonition for a 
person of reason. Indeed, assistance (in seeing the truth) is from 
Allah (3g) only.

Partners in Deviation

Allah ($g) says:

kdjl L/ifT j\ CJS Jul ^ jjfej ^i>
: ijn Li-i: ^t> hi ^
I" lli IJ-LH,” : I.iju "VdJl ^ ^ Jb6 [JjJr L.

^ ciJ. Hi rl Iijj-ii” :JU o ^rtrjlsr IjJlif

. L£il Z>\ HJb-i LJS ".j\lf\ ^ fkxs 

/vp. lily’ ciu ijryy iy

* *
0 i

1 Al-Ahzab 33:66-68.
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V jfj J Cl'ii

vrjuJi iij/ii ^ oil: j4jj u'uj
r^-rv oii^i <o "."ojLSj jjJf

«Who could be more unjust than one who fabricates 
a lie against Allah or denies His signs? Those will 
attain their appointed portion of the Decree until, 
when Our messengers (of death) come to them to 
take them in death, they will say, “Where are those 
that you used to invoke besides Allah?” They will 
reply, “They have forsaken us!” They will thus 
testify against themselves that they were disbelievers.

He (Allah) will say, “Join those nations who have 
preceded you, of jinn and human beings, in the 
Fire.” Every time a nation enters, it will curse its 
sister nation (that preceded it).

Once they have all joined each other in it, the 
last of them will say about the first, “Our Lord! It is 
these who have misled us, so give them a double 
punishment in the Fire.” He will reply, “For each is 
double, but you do not understand.” And the first of 
them will say to the last, “See then! You have no 
advantage over us, so taste the punishment you 
earned!”» 1

A sensible person should reflect on these ayat and the lessons they
carry.

The Two Classes of Evildoers

The first ayah above (al-A'raf 37) mentions the two classes of 
evildoers:

a) Those who start fallacies, establish injustice, and call other 
people to it. Thus they distort the truth and initiate

1 Al-A‘rcif 7:37-39.
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falsehood.

b) Those who reject or deny the truth.

Every evildoer belongs to one (or both) of these two classes. If, in 
addition, he invites the people to his evil and drives them away from 
the truth, he would deserve double the penalty because of his added 
disbelief and evil. For this reason Allah (§g) says:

jJ U'ii ^ JJI>
A A J^JI <0 ’ijilST Lj

«Those who disbelieve and obstruct others from 
Allah’s path — We will add for them penalty over 
penalty because of the corruption that they used to 
cause.» 1

They deserve a double punishment because of their double evil: 
their disbelief, and their obstructing from Allah’s way.

But as for those who commit kufr without coaxing others toward 
it, Allah ($%) does not mention a doubled punishment for them, as in 
the following:

L iJiUwJI <0 ;uj L-Oi

«For those who disbelieve, there is a grievous 
punishment...» 2

In the above ayat (7:37-39), Allah (t5§) indicates that all what is 
decreed for the evildoers in the first life, such as life span, sustenance, 
etc, is sure to reach them.

Then, when death comes to them, they will part with their old 
claims, acknowledge their falsehood, and become witnesses against 
themselves.

On Judgment Day, Allah (§g) will command them to enter into the 
Fire where many previous nations have preceded them. Every time a

J An-Naht 16:88.
2 Al-Baqarali 2:104, and al-Mujadalali 58:4.
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new nation enters, its members will curse their ancestors who preceded 
them into the Fire. When they are all in it, the later nations will 
request doubled penalties for the earlier ones because they led them 
astray and obstructed them from obeying Allah’s messengers.

Allah (t$g) will reply that the punishment will be doubled for both 
the “followers” and the “followed”, in accordance with their deviation 
and disbelief — but a nation will not know about the doubled 
punishment of its sister nations.

The former nations will then tell the former, “You do not have any 
advantage over us. You had your own messengers who showed you the 
truth, warned you against our deviation, and forbade you from 
following or imitating us. Yet you rejected them and insisted on 
following and imitating us, and on forsaking the guidance of the 
messengers. What advantage do you then have over us when you 
strayed just as we did, and abandoned the truth just like us? You 
strayed because of us, just as we strayed because of other people. You 
can claim no advantage over us, and thus you should taste the suffering 
because of what you earned yourselves.”

By Allah, this is indeed a strong admonishment and an eloquent 
advice for any living heart. These, and similar aycit, should awaken the 
hearts of those who migrate to Allah (§£). But as for the lazy people, 
they are not moved by them in the least bit.

Untrue Followers

The above discussion deals with the followers who participate in the 
deviation of those whom they follow.

Another case is that of followers who disagree with those whom 
they claim to follow, taking a different course than theirs, while 
maintaining false claims of true compliance with them. Allah ($g) 
mentions such people in the following:

]j\jj < I\j^S\ ^ Iij>

fei iy id -,1 'j”: iyyi yji jus o ucvi ^
Coj Sf+Ss. 'f+j_ iu; 'if". \L \yy iir
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\ “VV-\ VV »JJ\ <0 jOJI ^

«(It is on the Day of Judgment) when those who had 
been followed will disown their followers. They (all) 
will see the punishment (awaiting them), and all ties 
(of relationship) between them will be broken. The 
followers will then say, “If we can only have another 
chance so we could disown them as they have 
disowned us.” Thus will Allah show them their deeds 
as nothing but bitter regrets. And they will never 
emerge from the Fire.» 1

In this ayah, the “followed” were (in the first life) upon guidance. 2 
Their “followers” claimed to be upon their way and guidance when, in 
reality, they disobeyed them and followed other than their guidance. 
They claimed to love them, and thought that this love would benefit 
them despite their deviation from them. They took them as allies 
instead of Allah, imagining this to benefit them. But the followed will 
disown them on the Day of Judgment.

This is the situation of a person who takes allies and confidants 
other than Allah ($g) and His Messenger (ill), making peace or 
hostility for their sake, and becoming satisfied or angry for their cause. 
Regardless of how numerous his deeds are, or how much effort and 
toil he put into them, they will be futile on the Day of Judgment, and 
will only add to his misery and regret.

Allegiance and enmity, love and hatred, satisfaction and anger — 
all of this should be sincerely maintained for Allah and His Messenger. 
If a person does not do this, Allah renders his deeds worthless and 
disrupts his relationships.

The Only Unsevered Tie

On Resurrection Day, all love, relationships, and allegiances that were

1 Al-Baqarah 2:166-167.
2 This is not the only possibility. The followed can be guided or misguided, and the 

avail is general and can encompass both possibilities. The same is true for the 
subsequent discussion.
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not for Allah will be severed, leaving only one tie: that which connects 
a ‘abcl to his Lord. This tie is maintained by continuously performing 
the following acts (in this life):

a) Migration to Allah ($g) and to His Messenger

b) Purification of one’s acts of worship for Allah (®g). These 
include love, hatred, giving, preventing, taking as allies or 
enemies, and so on.

c) Purification of one’s adherence to the Messenger (0). This 
includes abandoning other people’s opinions when they conflict 
with what he says, discarding anything that disagrees with his 
guidance, and associating none with him in this adherence.

This is the only tie that will not be severed. It is the true 
relationship between a 'abcl and his Lord — the relationship of pure 
‘ubudiyyah. It is the only thing that he continues to long for, regardless 
of how far he departs from it. It is as a poet once said:

JjVI VI 1JLI U cJLi

jsh ijuI iul; j ^
XX ' * '
“Let your heart wander in love affairs as you wish:
True love will only be for the first lover.
How many houses does a man habituate!
But he will always long for his first home.y i

This relationship (with Allah) is the only one that profits a person. 
Nothing else will profit him in any of his three abodes — the first life, 
the intermediate (al-barzakh), and the final eternal life. He cannot live, 
endure, attain joy, or succeed without this relationship. Indeed, a poet 
well described this, saying:

The poet is Abu Tammam Habib Bin Aws at-Ta1!, and these two lines can be found 
in his printed collection of poems.

1
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^ J^JI J12 ^ o!S
“When the unity ties will break off between them, the 
bond of the true lovers (of Allah) will never break; 
And when the unity link shatters between them, the link 
of the true lovers (of Allah) will be impossible to 
splinter.”

Conclusion

Therefore, on Judgment Day, Allah ($g) will sever all relationships and 
ties among the people in this life, sparing only the ties between them 
and Him — the ties that reflect pure ‘ubudiyyah. This 'ubudiyyah can 
only be accomplished through true adherence to the messengers (0), 
because it was only taught by them, known through them, and can only 
be fulfilled through following them.

Allah (3£) says:

vr <0 \jJ£ ‘LJb J*i 'ja IJL2 Co 'J\

«And We will proceed to whatever deeds they did (in 
the first life) and will turn them into dispersed 
dust.» 1

So all deeds of the first life conflicting with the way and guidance 
of Allah’s messengers, and that are not for Allah’s pleasure, will be 
transformed by Allah into scattered pieces of dust that avail their 
owners nothing.

This is indeed one of the greatest miseries on Judgment Day — 
that one would find one’s toil completely lost and worthless, at a time 
when one will be in the greatest need for every good deed. Only the 
good doers will then be pleased.

1 Al-Furqdn 26:23.



CHAPTER 7
THE PEOPLE OF BLISS

Contrary to the miserable people discussed in the last chapter, our 
discussion will now focus on the people of happiness and bliss. These 
can be divided into two classes.

First Class of the People of Bliss

The Companions and Their True Followers

The first class consists of those who possess the quality of intellectual 
independence. Allah (3§) describes them as follows:

^ b£ZJrs>
\ <.a!c I-*3LjT jl_>L

* -'
«The first and foremost (to embrace Islam) of the 
Muhajirin and the Ansar, and also those who follow 
them in the best way; Allah is well-pleased with 
them, and they are pleased with Him.» 1

These are the happy ones for whom Allah’s acceptance is 
confirmed. They are Allah’s Messenger’s (ill) companions and those 
who follow them in the best way until the Day of Resurrection.

The conventional term “tabuin'" normally means the companions’ 
followers who met them in person. However, the description of 
“following” here is not restricted to them, but includes anyone who 
righteously follows the sahabah’s way. Any such person is of those 
with whom Allah (3g) is pleased and who are also pleased with Him.

I At-Tawbah 9:100.
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Following with Ihsan

The manner of following the sahabah is not ambiguous. Allah (t$g) 
restricted it by being “in best way”. It cannot be fulfilled merely by 
wishing, or by following them in some matters while rejecting them in 
others. It should always be performed with lhsan '. This is a condition 
for deserving Allah's (9ig) acceptance and Gardens. He ($g) says:

*^r. jL'j j> c^u 4 jji

o uJo ^ ’\J\S jlj

an o T ^ i i^JL; cj ^ ^>i;j
t-V <0 Jj Jjlj ^ Jji

«It is He Who has sent among the unlettered a 
messenger (Muhammad) from themselves, reciting to 
them His ayat, purifying them, and teaching them 
the Book and Wisdom (the Sunnah) — although they 
were previously in clear misguidance. And (He sent 
him also to) others who have not yet joined them. He 
is Almighty and Wise. That is Allah’s favor that He 
grants to whom He wills. Allah is the One of great 
bounty.» 2

The first group of people mentioned here are those who met the 
Messenger (ill) and accompanied him. The other group are those who 
did not meet the first group. This applies to anyone who comes after 
them, adhering to their way. until Resurrection Day. This group falls 
behind the first group (the sahabah) both in time and in stature, though 
both of these groups constitute the people of bliss.

Three Kinds of Hearts

Contrary to the people of bliss described above are those who neither 
accept the guidance that Allah (S§) sent with His Messenger (iHi), nor

1 /lisan means righteousness, perfection, and superior approach.
2 Al-Jumuah 62:2-4.
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benefit from it. They are described by Allah (t$g) in the following 
ciyalr.

Li>Jj>J jj p I Jii>
6 i*^.l <0 IjLill

«The likeness of those who were entrusted with the 
Torah but did not carry it (i.e., fulfill it) is like a 
donkey carrying volumes of books (but not 
benefitting from them.» 1

The Prophet (iH) classified people into three groups based on their 
response to his Message and Guidance. He said:

L&j\ jJbJIj ^ *-> *1)I L>»

ijij uikji c£jb .:ui cIj uli Uju, l*l. cJisa
: I<*LJI ciLUol :^iui

< IIS' CzJj Yj ;u &UJ V ji^s \J\ ^>1 SLU OlJj

an l> iiir, oi? <j *is ^ ^ iu’us 

«cJL-ji ^i)'i jlii ^ jjl ju j Lij aj’x jj ^
<The example of the guidance and knowledge with 
which Allah sent me is like rain that falls on 
different kinds of land:
1) One kind of land is good. It accepts the water and 
produces vegetation and grass in plenty.
2) A second kind of land is dry, with a solid bed that 
reserves the water so that people can drink and 
irrigate from it.
3) A third kind is a porous land that can neither 
retain water nor produce vegetation.

This is an example of those who acquire the 
knowledge of the Din and benefit from the guidance

»
' 'A

V

l"

Al-Jumuah 62:5.1
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that Allah gave me, and of those who do not take 
heed nor accept Allah's Guidances 1

The Messenger (0) likens the knowledge that he was given to rain 
because both cause life. Rain is the body’s cause of life, whereas 
knowledge is the heart’s cause of life. He (H>) also likens the hearts to 
valleys, as Allah ($g) says:

\V _^JI <. li/Jb LVd cJlli .'.U ^ J>l>

«He sends down water from the sky, making valleys 
flow according to their different capacities...» 2

Just as there are three kinds of land, there are three kinds of hearts: 
1) The first is a good land that is receptive of water and productive 
of vegetation. When the rain falls on it, it absorbs the water 
eagerly, producing all sorts of pleasant vegetation.

This is an example of a person with a healthy, pure, and 
intelligent heart. His heart embraces the knowledge, and is guided 
by its true intelligent nature, blossoming by that wisdom and true 
faith. Therefore, because of its good nature, it is eager to take the 
knowledge, and ready to bear fruits.

This person is also like a rich merchant who has experience in 
different trades and investments, which enables him to invest his 
wealth in what brings the best profit.
2) The second kind is a hard and solid land prepared to keep and 
preserve the water. This benefits the people who frequent it for 
drinking and irrigation.

This is an example of a person whose heart preserves the 
knowledge and safeguards it so as to convey it just as he hears it, 
without alteration or conjecturing. This type of person is also 
described by the Prophet (iH) as follows:

« a_u j~t- <uii J! 4^3 J^>L> s_>
- < * a

<There is often a person who conveys the knowledge 
to those who are more knowledgeable than himself;

1 Recorded by al-Bukhari (79) and Muslim (2282) from Abu Musa al-Ash’an (^).
2 Ar-Rad 13:17.
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and there is often a person who carries the 
knowledge when he himself is not knowledgeable.) 1

This is also like a rich man who does not possess the 
knowledge or experience to invest his wealth, but who knows very 
well how to preserve it.
3) The third is a barren land incapable of holding the water or 
producing vegetation. Regardless of the amount of rain falling on 
it, it does not benefit it.

This is an example of a person whose heart does not accept any 
knowledge or wisdom. It is also like a poor man who neither 
possesses wealth nor knows how to preserve it./.

The first of the above three examples applies to a learned teacher 
of knowledge, calling to Allah’s (t$g) path with clear guidance. Such 
are the inheritors of the prophets.

The second example applies to a person who preserves the 
knowledge, precisely conveying what he hears. He carries to other 
people precious goods that they can use for trade and investment.

The third example applies to a person who neither accepts Allah’s 
guidance nor benefits from it.

Thus, this hadith covers the different types of people and their 
positions in regard to the Prophet’s (iil) message, the first two types 
being the happy ones, and the third being the miserable.

Second Class of the People of Bliss

The second class of the “people of happiness” consists of the believers’ 
followers from their offspring who die before reaching the status of 
takllf2. In the hereafter, they will be with their parents, as Allah ($i) 
says:
|p i

1 Recorded by Abu Dawud, al-Tirmithi, Ahmad, and others from Zayd Bin Thabit, 
Anas Bin Malik and others (i^>). Verified to be authentic by al-Albanl (as-Sahilmh 
no. 404).

2 Taklif: Responsibility for one's deeds.
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<* #
«As for those who believe and whose offspring follow 
them in faith, We will join with them their offspring, 
and We will not deprive them of any of their deeds. 
Every person is responsible for what he earns.» 1

Allah ($g) indicates that He will join the offspring with the parents 
in Janncih, just as they are joined in faith (Tman).

Because the offspring did not do (enough) deeds to deserve the 
(parents’) high position, Allah ($g) expresses that this joining will not 
reduce the deeds of the parents. They will receive their full reward for 
what they did, plus the bonus of uniting them with their offspring.

Also, because this union applies to rewards and ranks, and is a 
favor from Allah ($£;). one might imagine that it would be a violation 
of the rules of justice. To clarify this, the ayah indicates that if the 
children committed sins, they alone would be liable for punishment, 
and that every person is responsible for what he does without involving 
others with him in punishment. Thus this union takes place in terms of 
rewards and favors, but not in terms of justice and penalty.

This is indeed one of the keys and treasures of the Quran, and is 
a knowledge that Allah ($g) gives only to those whom He wills.

Thus these ciycit (of the last two chapters) cover all people: the 
miserable and the happy, the followed and the followers.

Consequently, let a prudent person who cares for his well being see 
to which class he belongs. Let him not be influenced by habits or ruled 
by laziness. If he finds that he belongs to a happy class, let him strive 
to move to a higher rank, seeking Allah’s help and facilitation. And if 
he finds that he belongs to the miserable class, let him move out of it 
into a happy class while it is still possible, and before he would have 
to say:

VV jli>JI <0 ^ £* oJbJl

«Oh! I wish I had followed a path (of guidance) with 
the Messenger!» 2

1 Al-Tur 52:21.
2 Al-Furqan 25:27.
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE JOURNEY

One of the greatest forms of mutual help in righteousness and piety is 
helping one another in the journey of migration to Allah and His 
Messenger (0). This help should be offered by hand, tongue, and 
heart — through teaching, advising, educating, guiding, and caring.

If a person has this attitude toward Allah’s creation, prosperity will 
rush to him from all directions, Allah will move His creation’s hearts 
toward him, will open the gates of knowledge for his heart, and will 
facilitate the path of bliss for him.

Conversely, one with an opposite attitude will receive opposite 
consequences.

One might then ask, “You have described a great journey and 
important matter; but what provisions should be taken along, which 
way to follow, and what vehicle to use for transportation?” The 
answers to these questions are provided in the following sections.

The Journey’s Provisions

The provisions for this journey are the knowledge inherited from the 
Seal of Prophets (0) — there are no other provisions.

Anyone who is not prepared with these provisions should stay at 
home and sit with those who lag behind. He will then find multitudes 
of other laggers to accompany. He may follow their example — but let 
him know that this company will not avail him on the Day of Distress. 
Allah ($i§) says:

ji <o
«On that Day, it will never benefit you, since you 
have done wrong, that you are all sharing the
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punishment.»

Thus Allah (9H) assures that the wrongdoers’ association in 
punishment will not profit them. In this life, people find comfort in 
sharing misery.as Al-Khansa’ 2 said:

^—ii aiiJ j^jll>l JLi iyS'LJI \'JJ Vjll

J-lUL JLi op J <>' LoS
“If it were not for the numerous people wailing around 
me over their brothers — I would have killed myself. 
And none of them wails over the likes of my brother. 
Yet, I comfort myself in that we all share (the misery).”

However, this kind of consolation will not exist among those sharing 
the punishment on the Day of Resurrection.

The Way

The way for accomplishing this journey is by exerting full capacity and 
striving to the extreme. It cannot be accomplished by wishing, nor 
attained through loitering. It is as a poet once said:

fJUtdl ^Jl ^ ^LkJI Jl pj

" ' * “

“Dive into the darkness of death, and rise to eminence.
Thus will you earn a distinguished and lasting honor.
No good is there in a soul that fears death, nor in a will

1 Az-Zukhruf 43:39.
2 Her actual name is Tamadur Bint ‘Amr Bin al-Harith from the SalTm tribe — an 

Arab poetess who lived in Jahiliyyah and the early days of Islam. She visited the 
Prophet and embraced Islam together with the rest of her tribe. She is most 
famous for what she composed in praise of her brother Sakhr who was killed during 
Jahiliyyah limes.
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that worries about a reproacher’s criticism.”

It is not possible for a person to undertake this way unless he 
satisfies two matters:

1) First, as long as he is on the right way, he should never be 
concerned about the reproaches of those who like to find faults. 
Some types of reproach can strike a strong knight so hard as to 
drop him from his horse to the ground dead.

2) Second, his life should be completely worthless to him when he 
risks if for Allah’s sake. He should rush forward, fearless of any 
perils. When the soul becomes frightened, it retreats and turns 
away from facing dangers, preferring the lowliness of the earth.

Furthermore, these two matters cannot be fulfilled without patience. 
A person who exercises patience just briefly will find that the dangers 
turn into a smooth breeze that carries him where he wishes. Thus the 
danger that he feared suddenly changes to become his best helper and 
assistant. This is a matter that cannot be well comprehended except by 
those who have experienced it.

The Means of Transportation

The vehicle of transportation in this journey (of migration) is in:
* Truthfully taking shelter in Allah (3i);
* Turning to Allah (jjig) wholeheartedly;
* Imploring Allah sincerely;
* Exhibiting absolute reliance on Allah;
* Putting full confidence in Allah;
* Falling before Allah like a subdued and defeated person who 

possesses nothing — a person who looks up to his Master for 
dignity and security and for attaining some of His bounties, 
hoping that He would shelter him.

When a person fulfills this, we hope that Allah will guide him and
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show him what has been concealed from others concerning this journey 
of hijrah together with its various sections and stops.

Reflecting on Allah’s Ayat

The pinnacle of the whole affair (of performing a successful journey) 
and its central pillar is the continued contemplation on Allah's ayat — 
to such an extent that these ayat would oveipower one’s thoughts and 
fascinate one’s heart.

When the Quranic meanings replace the heart’s passing thoughts, 
when these meanings take charge of a person’s heart so that it only 
turns to them (the Quranic meaning) for help and security — when 
this is fulfilled, his journey is smooth, his course becomes manifest,
and even if it appears as though he is standing still, he would, in fact, 
be moving ahead so fast, like he is racing the wind. (As Allah ($§) 
says:)

ill ^ Sjuli JLwJl

A A J^JI <o 'ojLx ^ ,*Sl JJ? '^1 ^ jjl

«You see the mountains and think them firmly fixed. 
But they pass as the passing of clouds. (It is) the 
work of Allah who perfects all things. Indeed, He is 
Acquainted with all that you do.» 1

One might ask, “You have pointed to a great aspiration. Would you 
disclose the door that opens into it, and would you raise the curtain 
that conceals it? Would you reveal how to thoroughly understand the 
meanings of the Qur’an, and how to reflect upon its extraordinary 
delights and treasures? We have in our hands the books of tafsTr of 
various imams; are there any additional interpretations beyond what 
they have already done?”

I will then present (in the next chapter) some examples that may 
be followed and taken as guides in this endeavor.

1 An-Namt 27:88.



CHAPTER 9
THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE QUR AN

Magnificent Meanings in Ibrahim’s Narration

Allah (®g) says:

pix °Sj O 'J,\ 1 jLi kji ji>

ail Jl O pi-” : JU "• U±-” : I I jlli

W-U objIJJI <0 VI”: JLi .jPJ] ,P> O qu~
' * * '

«Has the story reached you of the honored guests of 
Ibrahim? (That was) when they entered upon him 
and said, “Peace (be upon you)!” He answered, 
“(And upon you be) peace, unfamiliar people!” Then 
he turned quietly to his household, brought forth a 
fat (roasted) calf, and placed it before them. He said, 
“Will you not eat?”» i

V’ : IjJU .SJLJ- pp.o (Ui pup'*" rr 0 • ;
I UUu

5

O " PP 3PP”:CJlij . ppj ^ cJjli

r-rAoLJii)i<0"Pp}l Pfkjl > ,P] tp3 JU krirpljli

«(When they did not reach for the meat) he 
conceived a fear of them. They said, “Fear not,” and 
gave him good tidings of (the birth of) a learned son.

(Upon hearing this,) his wife approached with a 
cry (of alarm) and struck her face (in shock) and 
exclaimed, “A barren old woman (like me)!” They

I Ath-Thariyal 51:24-27.
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answered, “Thus has your Lord decreed. Indeed, He 
is the Wise and the Knowing.”* 1

'j\ dLji iii”:"ijJU Li”:Jli>

L-fc O uL IjLo- jt O

Li o oepi ^ i^i o" kj
JULJ Li; l*J LT^J o OvJLLJI L^J ITj£,

oLjijji <o pJvi li'jljI o Jl-^;rv-n

«He said, “And what (other) mission do you have, O 
(heavenly) messengers?” They answered, “Indeed, we 
are sent to a criminal people to launch stones of clay 
upon them, marked out in your Lord’s presence for 
(the punishment of) the excessive.”

So (soon thereafter) We evacuated whoever was 
therein (i.e., in the criminal cities) of believers. But 
We did not find in them except a single house of 
Muslims (who have surrendered themselves to Us). 
And so We left therein a (warning) sign for those 
who fear the grievous punishment.* 2

A Superficial Understanding

As one reads these aycit, peering into their meanings and contemplating 
over them, one may gather that:

* The angels came to Ibrahim ($&) in the form of guests who 
would normally eat and drink.

* They announced to him the glad tiding of begetting a learned 
son.

* His wife was astounded by the news, and that the angels told 
her that this was Allah’s command; and so on.

1 Arh-Thariyal 51:28-30.
2 Alh-ThOriyal 51:31-37.
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Most people would not perceive except these meanings.

A Deeper Understanding

Let me then reveal just a few of the numerous marvels hidden in these 
ciyat. Let me demonstrate how they contain:

High praise for Ibrahim;
A collection of the manners of hospitality, host’s obligations, 
and guest's rights;
Refutation of the dogmas of philosophers and mu at tilah ';
A great sign of prophethood;
Reference to all of Allah’s sifcit 2, which all stem from 
“knowledge” and “wisdom”;
A brief and clear reference to the Resurrection, and to the 
certainty of its occurrence;
Description of the Lord’s justice and His revenge against 
disbelieving nations;
Reference to Islam and Tmcin and the difference between them;
Reference to the consistency of Allah’s signs pointing to His 
oneness, His messengers’ truthfulness, and the Last Day;
No one profits from all of this except the true believers whose 
hearts fear the punishment of the Last Day. As for those who 
do not fear the Last Day nor believe in it, they will not profit 
from this.

I will next present a detailed clarification of the preceding points.

*
*

*

*

Emphasis Through Interrogation

Allah (tSg) starts the narration with a question:

1 Mti'at tilah: Those who deny ihe existence or reality of a number of Allah's 
attributes.

2 Sifcit: Plural of sifah, which means attribute. In the present context, it refers to 
Allah’s supreme attributes.
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Vi oLjiji <o ^ kJ >>

«Has the story reached you of the honored guests of 
Ibrahim?* 1

This is not really intended as a query. Some scholars of the Arabic 
language assert that the question here means “indeed”. Starting the 
discussion in situations like this with an interrogation carries a subtle 
message and an intricate meaning.

When a speaker wants to relate to the listeners an important matter 
requiring special emphasis, he would start with an interrogatory article 
to attract their attention. He would say for instance, “Do you know 
about such-and-such ...?” Along this line, Allah ($g) says:

<0 ^jh> ii-Jb- dill ji>

«Has the story reached you of Musa?» 2

And:
V \ ^ £3 klil ji'j>

«IIas the story reached you of the (two) 
disputants?» 3

And:
*j1 cd—di1 -\ <0

«Has there reached you the tiding of the 
Overwhelming Event?» 4

The purpose of the interrogation in all of these aycit is to emphasize 
the importance of the ensuing narrations, and to encourage pondering 

them and comprehending the wisdom they carry.
It also serves another purpose, which is a reminder that this

over

1 Ath-Thariyat 51:24.
2 Taha 20:9.
3 Sad 38:21.
4 Al-Ghdshiyah 88:1.
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knowledge is one of the clear signs of Muhammad’s (i§&) prophethood. 
It belongs to ghayb, and neither he nor his people could have otherwise 
known about. Could it have reached him without Allah’s teaching and 
revelation, or through any way other than Allah’s?

Glance then at this address appearing in the interrogatory form, and 
reflect over its great influence from all aspects. This will convince you 
that it is the peak of eloquence.

Ibrahim’s Excellent Manners

Honored Guests

The previous ayah then mentions “the honored guests of Ibrahim”. 
This carries a commendation from Allah (t$g) for His Khalil ', Ibrahim. 
The word “honored” carries two meanings:

1. The first is that Ibrahim honored them, which is a compliment 
to his hospitality.

2. The second is that they are honored by Allah (i$g). This is 
similar to describing them elsewhere as:

Y"\ .LjVI <0 % i?>

«(The angels are) only (His) honored servants.» 2

This is another compliment for Ibrahim because the honored 
angels were sent to visit him.

Thus, both interpretations carry praise for Ibrahim.

Returning the Salam in a Better Way

In the next ayah, Allah (tJg) says:

Vo oLJill ijb aj>

1 Khalil: A confidant and beloved friend. In the Qur’an, Allah (61>) declares that He 
has taken Ibrahim as His Khalit (an-Nisa 4:125).

2 Al-Anbiya 21:26.
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«(That was) when they entered upon him and said, 
“Peace (be upon you)!” He answered, “(And upon 
you be) peace, unfamiliar people!”» 1

This contains further praise for Ibrahim. He responded to the 
angels’ greeting with a better one. Their greeting was “Salomon”. This 
Arabic expression constitutes a verbal sentence 2 which, more 
precisely, means: “We greet you with peace.” His response was 
“Salclmun”, This is a nominal sentence which, more precisely, means: 
“Lasting and constant peace be on you.” No doubt, the latter sentence 
implies constancy whereas the formal sentence implies change. Thus, 
Ibrahim's greeting was better and more complete.

Good Manners in Criticizing

The next words in this ayah, «unfamiliar people,» display two forms 
of good manners in addressing the guests, even when there is need to 
express concern about their behavior:

1. Ibrahim dropped the subject (mubtada) of the sentence. 
Otherwise, he would have said, “You are unfamiliar people.” 
Thus he expressed concern without confronting them directly 
with it — which would have earned some rudeness.

This was also the manner of the Prophet Muhammad ($1) 
who, when criticizing some people’s actions, instead of 
confronting them with what would hurt them, would rather say, 
<Why do some people say such-and-such, or do such-and- 
such?> 3

1 Ath-Tharivat 51:25.
2 In Arabic, a sentence can either be verbal or nominal. A verbal sentence starts with 

a verb. For example, ‘The man came” would be expressed in Arabic as a verbal 
sentence, “Came the man”. A nominal sentence, on the other hand, does not contain 
a verb. It consists of two nouns or their equivalents: a mubtada (starting noun or 
subject) and a khcibar (describing noun). For example, “The man is tall” would be 
expressed in Arabic as a nominal sentence, “The man tall”, where “the man” is the 
mublada and “tall” is the khabar. In this sense, a verbal sentence describes a 
changing process (a process that took place at a certain time), whereas a nominal 
sentence describes a constant process.

3 As he (0) said, for example, in the hadTth recorded by al-BukharT and Muslim from
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2. Ibrahim (iH) omitted mentioning the party affected by their 
unfamiliarity, namely, himself. This is more appropriate than 
saying, “You are unfamiliar to me.” Allah (9ig) says elsewhere 
(describing Ibrahim’s apprehension):

V • ^ j V juI llii>

«But when he saw their hands not reaching for it, he 
deemed their conduct strange and became 
apprehensive of them.» 1

Good Manners of Hospitality

Next, Allah (t$g) says:

Ouw- *1^* -4*1 (_yJ! ^J*y 

YY-Y"\ <0 Yl”: JU

«Then he turned quietly to his household, brought 
forth a fat (roasted) calf, and placed it before them. 
He said, “Will you not eat?”» 2

1. The verb used to describe Ibrahim's action is ragha, which 
means “went quietly and secretly”. This indicates his hastening 
to honor and serve his guests in a secret manner so as not to 
embarrass them or make them feel shy.

This can be contrasted with a person who would purchase 
and prepare the food slowly and lazily, all in plain view of his 
guests. Such action would surely cause them to be bashful and 
disturbed.

2. Then the fact that Ibrahim turned to no place other than his 
own household carries another compliment for Ibrahim (0). It 
indicates that all what is usually needed to honor and serve the

Anas (4^S>) when he criticized the three individuals who inquired about his manner 
of worship and pledged to exceed it.

1 Hud 11:70.
2 Alh-Thdriydt 51:26-27.
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guests is present and available within his household. There is 
no need to seek anything from the neighbors or elsewhere.

3. Bringing forth a fat and roasted calf carries three compliments 
for Ibrahim’s hospitality:
a) He served his guests personally rather then sending 

someone to serve them.
b) He brought before them a complete animal and not just a 

portion of it. This allows them to select any part of it that 
they may favor.

c) He did not bring before them a thin or lean animal, but 
rather a fat one. Furthermore, being the young calf of a 
cow, this is an expensive animal which would please the 
guests. His generosity and hospitality made him slaughter 
it despite its value.

4. Ibrahim (SSSl) placed the calf right in front of the guests. This 
carries another compliment, because Ibrahim brought the food 
in front of the guests rather than putting it in another place out 
of their reach and having them move to reach it.

5. Ibrahim’s words of invitation to his guests, “Will you not eat?” 
carry still another compliment for his fine manners of 
hospitality. Rather than saying, “Go ahead — eat!” he invited 
them to eat with these polite and kind words, giving them the 
choice to eat or not.

Tidings of Ishaq’s Birth

Ibrahim’s Apprehension

Indeed, when the guests eat from their host’s food, the host is pleased 
and pacified. Thus when Ibrahim noticed that his guests did not reach 
for the meat, he conceived a fear in himself that they might have evil 
intentions.

When they perceived this, they comforted him by revealing their 
identity, and they announced to him the news of the birth of a learned 
child:
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VAoUjli)l«,0 (i-l-V "*■
* * '

♦ "• £

«(When they did not reach for the meat) he 
conceived a fear of them. They said, “Fear not,” and 
gave him good tidings of (the birth of) a learned 
son.» 1

This child was Ishaq QSB), not Ismael ($£Sl), because his wife was 
surprised and mentioned that a barren old woman like herself cannot 
bear children. As for IsmaTl, he was his first-born child, and was born 
from his (younger) concubine Hajar. Allah (t?g) clarifies this in the 
following:

. SiflS
VN Sj* <0 ; o-^—! :L)J

«And his wife was standing nearby, and she smiled. 
Then We gave her good tidings of (the birth of) 
Ishaq and, after Ishaq, of (his son) Ya'qub.» 2

The Nature of Women

Allah (W§) then says:

. C^Swai 3^ ,4j]jA C~LJli>

™ oLJJJI <o "jLii

«(Upon hearing this,) his wife approached with a cry 
(of alarm) and struck her face (in shock) and 
exclaimed, “A barren old woman (like me)!”» 3

This displays women’s weakness and their emotional nature. As 
soon as Ibrahim’s wife heard the news, she cried out and slapped her 
face, exclaiming, “A barren old woman!”

1 Ath-Thariyat 51:28..
2 Hud 11:71.
3 Ath-Thariyat 51:29..
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This presents some of the good manners for a woman when talking 
to strangers. She should be brief and only use the words necessary to 
make herself clear. Thus Ibrahim's wife dropped the subject of the 
sentence which would otherwise be, “I am a barren woman,” and she 
briefly mentioned what would prevent her from bearing children (old 
age). In Surat Hud ', Allah tells us that she mentioned the reason 
preventing Ibrahim as well (old age) from begetting children.

Affirming Allah’s Attributes

Wisdom, Knowledge and Other Divine Attributes

Allah (fjg) then says:

LJjJi <0 ,Lfki I > ,i5l JU 'uU'jf”: ijli >

«They replied, “Thus has your Lord decreed. Indeed, 
He is the Wise and the Knowing.”» 2

r- o

The angels’ reply affirms the attributes of speech for Allah ($S).
It also affirms Allah’s attributes of wisdom (al-Hakim) and 

knowledge (al-AlTm), which are the source of creation and decree. All 
of Allah’s creation, as well as His decree and law, result from His 
knowledge and wisdom.

Furthermore, knowledge and wisdom include all of Allah’s other 
perfect attributes.

Allah's perfect knowledge implies His perfect life (al-Hayy) and all 
that derives from it such as the support for all the creation (al- 
Qayyum), might (al-QadTr), perseverance (al-BdqT), hearing {cis- 
SamT‘), and seeing (al-BasTr).

His perfect wisdom implies perfect will, justice, mercy, 
benevolence, generosity, and kindness. It implies perfect judgment in 
doing things in the best possible way. It also implies justly decreeing 
and delivering rewards or punishment. All these meanings then derive

1 Hud 11.12.
2 Alh-Thariyal 51:30.
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from Allah's ($1) name: the Wise (cil-HcikTm). This is a Quranic style 
whereby all these great matters are related to this attribute of wisdom. 
It strongly rebukes those who claim that Allah (9§) created all the 
creation futilely and uselessly (without wisdom).

Proofs of Resurrection

Because of the above, it is most plausible to conclude that reason leads 
to the basic belief in the Resurrection, and that the Revelation comes 
with further confirmation and details of this belief.

The Quranic approach concerning Resurrection supports this 
conclusion. Allah ($g) gives two types of rational proofs concerning
it:

1) The first type deals with the likelihood of its occurrence. Proofs 
for this derive from Allah's power. 1

2) The second type deals with the certainty of its occurrence. 
Proofs for this derive from Allah’s wisdom. 2

Anyone who examines these proofs will realize that they are quite 
sufficient and, praise be to Allah (t$g), they leave no need for any other 
proofs. They are sound and satisfactory, they address the issue in a 
most direct way, and they include refutation and clarification of doubts 
and misconceptions that occur to many people.

If Allah (jjg) grants me facilitation, I will write a large volume on 
this subject. I see that evidences presented in the Qur’an carry cure, 
guidance, immediate clarification, clear expression, and warning and 
refutation of misconceptions. All of this is presented in a way that 
pleases the heart and increases conviction, contrary to evidences from 
other sources. However, it is not possible to expound on this here.

Relationship of Wisdom and Knowledge to This Story

In conclusion, both Allah’s creation and His commands result from His 
Knowledge and Wisdom. This story specifically mentions these two

1 Since Allah is Powerful, He is Able to establish the Resurrection Day.
2 Since Allah is Wise and Just, He will establish the Resurrection Day in order to 

judge among the creation.
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attributes because the people tend to be surprised to hear of a baby 
being bom to a couple who, normally, cannot conceive. Thus there was 
need to point out that Allah knows the reason and purpose of this 
creation, and that this decree conforms well to His Wisdom.

Destroying the People of Lut

Next. Allah (3g) describes sending these same angels to destroy Lut’s 
people by stoning them with marked stones:

'J\ uLji iSr:Uu 1*1
j^c. o O crvb »j lO uy |»

«* ' ' *
VL-Y\ oLjliJI <0 ".^ip] 'dlj

«He said, “And what (other) mission do you have, O 
messengers?” They answered, “Indeed, we are sent 
to a criminal people to launch stones of clay on 
them, marked out in your Lord’s presence for (the 
punishment of) the excessive.”» 1

This shows that Allah (9g) supports His messengers and destroys 
their enemies. It points to the Resurrection, and it shows that reward 
and punishment clearly take place in this world as well. This is one of 
the strongest proofs of the truthfulness of the messengers in delivering 
their Lord’s Message.

Islam and /man

Next, Allah (3ig) says:

Hi o ^ is>U>
r\-ro oLjijji <o auJl , ’.T

)l JJt.

I Alh-Thariyal 51:31 -34.
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«So We evacuated whoever was therein of believers. 
But We did not find in them except a single house of 
Muslims» 1

Allah (Bg) makes a distinction between Islam (or Muslims) and 
Tman (or believers). There is a subtle reason for this, dectated by the 
context.

The evacuation and deliverance from severe punishment was meant 
only for the believers who followed the messengers both openly and 
secretly. This applied to just one household (that of Lut), which could 
be described as a Muslim household.

Lut’s wife was a member of this household, and was apparently 
Muslim. But she was not to be among the rescued believers. Allah (Big) 
exposed her betrayal of her husband. Her betrayal was not in regard to 
his honor, but in accepting her people’s ways to such an extent that she 
went secretly to inform them about his guests. Thus she was apparently 
a member of the Muslim household, but not one of the true believers 
who deserved to be rescued.

This gives answer to a famous question, “Why is the more general 
term, Islam, excluded from the more specific term, Tman! Does not the 
rule of exclusion dictate the opposite?”

A Warning for Those Who Fear

Next, Allah (Big) says:

rv oljjui <o 'fM oi-ujl oiij l;i: >
«And so We left therein a (warning) sign for those 
who fear the grievous punishment.» 2

This points to Allah’s awesome signs that He decreed in this world, 
preserving them as reminders of Himself and of the truthfulness of His 
messengers. These reminders are beneficial only for those who believe

1 Ath-Thariyat 51:35-36.
2 Ath-Thariyat 51:37.
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in the hereafter and fear Allah's punishment. This is similar to what 
Allah ($g) says elsewhere:

\ • r ayb < IjM LTii LilS- '/) Xh dJ’ a J> jl)

«Therein lies a message indeed for all who fear the 
punishment of the hereafter.» 1

And He says:
\ • <0 / ’/XL}

«He who fears (Allah) will be reminded.» 2

As for those who do not believe in the hereafter, when they see 
such signs they just say, “These are people who, like many others, 
were struck by misfortune. This is the norm of time: it gives happiness 
to some people and misfortune to others!”

But those who believe in the hereafter and are afraid of it are the 
ones who benefit from these signs and reminders.

Conclusion

When a person understands the meanings and implications of the 
Qur’an in the correct way, he will perceive marvels and wisdom that 
amaze the mind; and he will realize that it is indeed revealed by the 
Wise and Praiseworthy (t$g).

This was meant to point out and give examples as to how people 
vary in understanding the Qur’an and in extracting its treasures and 
marvels. Indeed, the bounties are in Allah’s hand and He gives of them 
to whom He wills.

1 Hud 11:103.
2 Al-A’la 87:10.



CHAPTER 10
COMPANIONS ALONG THE WAY

(As indicated in the preface, this chapter was lost from previous Arabic 
manuscripts of ar-Risalat-ut-Tabukiyyah. This is why we did not 
include it in the first edition of the English translation. It is important 
to note, though, that this chapter carries a strong suJT spirit that can 
introduce wrong concepts — unless it is controlled and explained 
according to the earlier discussions of this book. This is what we have 
attempted below.)

The Company of the Journey

When you set your heart on undertaking this journey of migrating to 
Allah ($g) and His Messenger (0), you should seek a companion to 
travel with, realizing, however, that you may not find such a 
companion.

What you will usually find are those who contradict and oppose 
you, constantly and openly blaming and rebuking you, or those who 
avoid you, or those who show absolutely no inclination to consider 
such a journey.

I wish that all of the disagreeing people were of this latter type. A 
person would indeed be kind to you if he spares you and does not 
inflict his harm on you. A poet once said:

o-lIii js\ ^ iii
“We live at a time when refraining from evil is viewed 
by most people as a (sufficient) act of benevolence and 
kindness.» i

I This was said by Abu at-Tayyib il-Muianabbl (d. 354 H).
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With this being the people’s common practice nowadays, you 
should avoid them and establish mutual help (with the few who agree 
with you) in undertaking this journey. You should also forsake 
criticizing and blaming (your selected companions) — except for those 
scarce individuals who drop out along the way, making of themselves 
easy and worthless preys (for Satan).

You should not interrupt your journey because of such dropouts, 
but should move along, even if you have to be a lone stranger. 
Pursuing this journey without company would then constitute a strong 
proof of the truthfulness of one’s love (for Allah and His 
Messenger £§&).

The Living and the Dead

He who intends to undertake this journey should accompany the dead 
who are in reality alive '. Their company will enable him to reach his 
goal.

He should avoid the company of the living people who are in 
reality dead — they will only disrupt his course. 2

Nothing is more important to a traveler than associating with the 
former company and disowning the latter. One of the salcif said:

“Great indeed is the difference between those who are 
dead but whose remembrance brings life to the heart, 
and those who are alive but whose company causes 
death to the heart.”

Thus, nothing is more harmful for a person than his peers and 
associates. In their company, his vision and aspirations become limited 
to imitating them, competing with them, and following their footsteps:

1 The "dead" are the sahabah and other learned and righteous people who passed 
away, but whose knowledge and bounties continue to benefit people. This company 
is a spiritual one. whereby one attempts to leam and adhere to the way of the 
sahabah and the early people of piety and knowledge.

2 This should not be understood as a call to monasticism and isolation. Rather, it is 
a call to avoid deep involvement in the worldly futile pastimes that divert from the

important mission of migration to Allah (3®) and His Messenger ($!&).most
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even if they enter a lizard’s hole, he would love to enter with them.
You must then avoid the company of the ignorant associates, 

seeking instead the company of those who are absent in person, but 
whose bounties and good influence continue to exist in the world.

Good Manners in Dealing with the Ignorant

A Cherished Stranger

When you do the above, you will acquire a new zeal and direction, and 
will become a stranger among people — even if you are known or 
related to them. You will be a distinguished stranger among them: 
clearly seeing the obscurity they suffer, though they cannot see the 
splendor you enjoy.

You would then excuse them as much as you can, while enjoining 
and advising them, with all your power, to do good. Thus you look at 
them with two eyes:

a) One eye recognizes Allah’s commands and prohibitions, leading 
you to advise and warn them, befriend or disown them, giving 
them their rights and requiring yours.

b) The other eye recognizes Allah’s decree and measure, leading 
you to sympathize with them, supplicate and seek forgiveness 
for them, and seek excuses for them in matters that do not 
involve violation of Allah’s commands and Sliar . Thus, you 
engulf them with kindness, compassion, and forgiveness, 
heeding Allah’s command (to His Messenger i$S):

\ \ \ ._si<0 ^ j y>\ j jliujl JL>)

«Show forgiveness, enjoin what is good, and turn 
away from the foo!ish.» 1

1 Al-A'raf 7:199.
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Three Required Qualities in Dealing with People

Indeed, this ayah should suffice and cure those who abide by it. It calls
to:

a) Exercising good manners in dealing with people, forgiving 
them and showing them compassion to the limits of one’s 
character and nature.

b) Fulfilling Allah’s right upon people, enjoining what is good in 
matters that the intellect attests to their goodness and merit — 
based on what Allah has commanded.

c) Avoiding their evil, warding off the harm resulting from their 
ignorance without taking personal revenge against them.

How else can you attain excellence? And what policy and behavior 
can be better in this world than this? If you try to consider every evil 
reaching you from the people — I mean true evil that would cause a 
loss of honor before Allah ($g) — you will find that it arises from 
neglecting one or more of these three matters.

If you abide by these three qualities, whatever the people inflict on 
you will be good, even if it appears evil — only good can result from 
enjoining good, even if it is encased in a situation of evil and harm. 
Allah ($g) says:

t di-yi f\± ^ JJI •,!>

\ \ jjJkjsj > j: l(Jd i>
«Verily! Those who brought forth the great slander 
(against ‘A’ishah §§e>) are a group among you. Do 
not consider it a bad thing for you. Rather, it is good 
for you.» 1

’ • z v ’.c * 5"
b J i

f i

I An-Nur 24:11.
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The Messenger’s Way of Dealing with His Followers

Allah (t$g) also addresses His Messenger (ill), saying:

Iali ^ j^j yiilLG Li^U)
J] <0 ill jbii

«So pardon them, seek Allah’s forgiveness for them, 
and consult them in the affair. Then when you have 
taken a decision, rely fully on Allah.» 1

This ayah instructs the Messenger (i^) to fulfill Allah’s rights and 
the people’s rights. When the people do wrong, it is either a violation 
of Allah’s limits or a harm directed to His Messenger personally.

If they harm the Messenger (0), he should respond by forgiving 
them. But if they overstep Allah’s limits, the Prophet (iH) should ask 
Allah ($ig) to forgive them and attract their hearts (to the guidance). 
Also, he (0) should extract their opinions by consulting them, because 
this tends to make them more obedient and willing to advise. Once he 
forms his decision, he should seek advice no more, but should rather 
put his trust in Allah and go forth in fulfdling what he decided, for 
Allah loves those who rely on Him.

This is one example of the excellent manners with which 
Allah ($g) equipped his Messenger (i|&). He described him as:

L (JlaJI <0 pJii jk

«Indeed, you (O Muhammad) are of an exalted 
characters 2

‘A’ishah (^) described him as:

" iik olT’

1 Al-Imran 3:159.
2 Al-Qalam 68:4.
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“His character was (a reflection of) the Qur’an.”

Three Conditions for Acquiring Excellent Manners

A person cannot attain excellent character without three conditions:

1. He must possess good ground (or nature) that can help him pursue 
this excellence through knowledge, determination, and action. A 
rough and dry nature makes it hard to submit to this, whereas a 
mild and smooth nature makes it possible to receive the plowing 
and the seeds.

2. He must possess a strong soul capable of conquering calls of 
laziness, transgression, and desire — all of which contradict 
perfection. The souls that cannot defeat this will always be defeated 
and conquered.

3. He must possess a discerning knowledge of the truth of matters, 
which would enable him to put things in their rightful position and 
to distinguish between flesh and cancer, beads and gems.

If these three qualities are present in a person, and Allah grants him 
facilitation, he will be among those to whom the best achievement 
(husna) has been decreed and for whom Allah’s care has been secured.

A Gift for the Lovers of Allah and His Messenger

If you peer into the words contained in these pagets, you will perceive 
that they describe what is most required for mutual help in birr and 
taqwa, and in migrating to Allah and His Messenger. This is what the 
author intended when he wrote this treatise, making it an early and 
expedited gift to his friends and companions in seeking the knowledge.

Allah is the witness, and sufficient is He as witness 2, that if this

1 Recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud. and Ahmad.
2 This meaning comes, for example, from an-Nisa 4:79.
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treatise reaches any such friends, he will receive it with pleasure, 
hasten to understand it, and will consider it as one of the best possible 
gifts among friends.

Other types of (material) bountiful gifts — even if people look 
forward to them — have little benefit and are extremely trivial because 
anyone can give them. Indeed, a useful gift is a (good) word that a 
person presents to his Muslim brother.

Conclusion

The summary of the above, from beginning to end, is that one should 
have regard for Allah (t$jg) alone, turning the heart fully to Him, and 
offering Him continued submission and absolute reliance.

If a ‘cibd rightly fulfills this status, he will see amazing outcomes 
reflecting his Lord’s bounties, benevolence, kindness, and protection. 
Allah ($g) will turn people’s hearts to him with mercy, love (and 
respect).

But we only say, “Our Lord, we have been overcome by sin, 
ignorance, transgression, and wrong. We hereby admit our lack and 
shortcomings. Anyone among us who claims a position of honor before 
You is but a despicable and disgraceful person. If you relinquish our 
affairs to ourselves, we would surely be in loss, helplessness, sin, and 
vice. Woe be to us — how regretful we are for not pleasing You, even 
if this would be at the cost of displeasing everyone else. How lacking 
are we in giving preference to Your obedience and love over obeying 
and loving everyone else. How lacking are we in behaving truthfully 
with You.” This is similar to what a poet once said:

aLJ-lj

L[> irvJbJI Wj ,/Sj ^ ^JJI cJ j

J^jJI jb ^ \’j}\uL* ^ IS!

“I wish You are sweet (to me), even if the rest of my 
life is bitter. I wish You are pleased, even if all people 
are angry.
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1 wish the relationship between me and You is sound, 
even if that between me and all people is in ruin.
If I receive true love from You, all else is trivial, and 
(to me) all that is above earth is (worthless) as earth. 1

Instead of the above elaborate discussion, we may be content by 
merely the following three statements, of which some learned men 
among the salcif reminded each other:

2)1 J J
l!)l ij\.JJ La All Ltfd <4i)l lj\j aCLj Lo J

" .:L5'a ^ in »l*5" ^

“1. Whoever rectifies his hidden intentions, Allah 
rectifies his apparent deeds.
2. And whoever rectifies his relationship with Allah,
Allah rectifies his relationship with the people.
3. And whoever strives for the last life, Allah suffices 
him of the worries of the first life.”

‘O"

The proof of these words is in their very existence. Even if a 
person engraves them in his heart, so as to read them as frequently as 
he breathes, this may not suffice him. Indeed, facilitation is in Allah’s 
hand, there is no god worthy of being worshiped except Him, and there 
is no lord besides Him.

Let my friends pardon some of my words because, by Allah, they 
are the blows and breaths of an ill and feverish person 2 (to whom the 
saying of a poet applies):

ijs
“I look around but do not see him whom I love,

1 This is attributed to a poetess called Rabi'ah al-'Adawiyyah (died in 180 H) who 
was known for remarkable piety and renunciation of worldly pleasures..

2 A true migrator to Allah is ever sick of his shortcomings and of people’s opposition.
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Though in my neighborhood are many whom I dislike.”

My illness and fever are intense and perpetual, and, at the same 
time, are the source of my singing and delight. (This is because I find 
no one to understand me, as a poet once said in regard to his beloved 
woman Layla):

j>j y>‘\ fLil L>AjjLXJ (—O' *}?J

“There is not in these tents any lover (like me) who is 
inflamed by the memory of Layla, nor is there a love 
that compares with my love (for her).”

Thus I love Him (3g), whom you (O my friends) should also love, 
with longing similar to that of a person whose beloved one is far and 
inaccessible to him, as another poet said:

»jL j t_rLc o j_*J jl_j I—ju LjU U

ijUjl ojJaii iLl; p o! 4^ Jlj jii Like 

Lbj\ ji; P J j liyl U-.T LLi Ltf
ifo 1»jl£Ll ii USj f I >JI ^ jdllJ V

“O you who dwell between my two sides and within my 
heart, though your residence is far away,
Sympathize with a heart that is inflamed with your love, 
and if you do not join with it, its chords (of life) will 
break.
Have mercy on a depressed one who is about to die 
grieving for you — longing for you without attaining 
his wish.
He is never sober from his state of adoration, and every 
time you neglect him, his veils fall off (exposing his 
weak situation).”

Every person with passion applies these meanings to his own
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passion. They may give the depressed partial tranquility and 
consolation.

But no! The (living) heart (of a believer) never attains tranquility 
and satisfaction until it is placed in its proper place (of submission to 
its Lord) and until it abides in its only abode (in Paradise), as a poet 
said:

£4LL JJ: j Lilli LieLj ISI

“A heart placed in a wrong place, without a (protecting) 
container, is a wasted heart.”

This verse has a very important meaning that I explained in a 
separate book. 1

Allah (3H) indeed knows best.
(In conclusion,) Absolute praise is to Allah alone, and may 

Allah ($g) bestow His blessings and peace on our Prophet 
Muhammad and his family and companions until the Day of Judgment.

Salim al-HilalT indicated. "This booklet to which Ibn-ul-Qayyim refers is currently 
lost, but there is a printed booklet by his teacher Ibn Taymiyyah discussing this 
verse and titled, ‘Risalat ul-Qalb — the Heart’s Message’.”

1



APPENDIX: ARABIC TERMINOLOGY

Introduction

Translating and Referencing Qur an and Hadith

The Qur'an contains Allah’s exact words that cannot be precisely translated into other 
languages because of possible misinterpretation and limited human understanding. 
Therefore, we only translate the meanings as understood by trustworthy Islamic 
scholars. Our Qur’an quotes include the Arabic text, the English meaning in 
«boldface», and a footnote specifying the location of the ayah(s) cited.

Similarly, our liadTtli quotes include the Arabic text, the English meaning in 
<boldface>, and a footnote briefly specifying its location in Hadftli compilations and 
its status of authenticity. If the IwdTth contains a supplication or exaltation, we 
generally include a full transliteration of its text.

Relevant Charts

Near the end of this appendix, we present two important charts. The first defines the 
transliteration symbols employed in this book. The second defines terms that should 
be uttered at the mention of Allah or one of His righteous worshipers.

Arabic Terms

A number of Arabic terms are frequently used in Islamic discussions, and seem to 
constitute a basic vocabulary that needs to be available to the readers of Islamic 
material. We attempt to provide such terms, together with brief definitions, in the 
following glossary. The glossary is followed with a list of the Arabic days of the 
week, and a list of the Islamic lunar months.

Other terms specifically pertinent to the current book are included in the "Index” 
section at the end of this appendix, together with a page-reference indicating where 
they are first defined in this book.
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Glossary of Common Terms

! DefinitionTerm

: ‘Abd Slave, servant, or worshiper. PL: ‘ibad or 'abid.

Good characters or manners: etiquettes. PL: Adab.Adah
-

Akliirah The last (or hereafter) life.

Al-Fdiiliah The first chapter of the Quran.
r
'Alim A scholar or learned man in Islam.

’

! 'Alldmah : Exaggerated form of “'(dim”.

Amin , "O Allah, answer my supplication." said at the end of a supplication.

Madinah residents who supported the Prophet ($£).Ansar

'Asr 'Afternoon. It is usually applied to the third daily obligatory prayer.
'
Call to the prayer.Alban

'Awrah A weakness that requires protection, or body-parts that must be covered 
■ from others.

Avail Miracle or sign. Also, the smallest subdivision of the Quranic text — 
usually one sentence in length. PL: aval.

Bid ah Unacceptable innovation in any of the Islamic teachings.

Da'wah Call or mission.

Religion — usually used in reference to the religion of Islam.Dm

An old currency equaling 4.25 g of 22k gold in today's standards.Dinar

An old currency equaling 3.0 g of pure silver in today's standards.Dirham

Dud Supplication.

The lower (i.e., worldly) life.

Dawn. It usually applies to the first daily obligatory prayer.

Dunya

Fajr
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DefinitionTerm

Obligation. FanI Kifdyalr. A communal obligation that must be 
performed by at least a few Muslims. Ford 'Ayn: An obligation that 
must be performed by every Muslim.

Fanl

A religious verdict. PI.: fatdwa or fardwT.Fatwa

Understanding. It is often applied to the subject of “Islamic 
jurisprudence" that deals with the practical regulations in Islam.

Fii/li

Trial, test, temptation, or affliction.Fitnali

The pure nature upon which Allah (3S) created people.Fit rah

All knowledge that is beyond the reach of human perception.Chayb

A ritual bath required after intercourse, ejaculation, and after a woman 
completes her menses.

Clnisl

Reports of the Prophet’s (i§U sayings, actions, and tacit approvals.Hadtth

Major pilgrimage to Makkah.Hajj

Permissible.Haldl

A circle or ring. It normally refers to a study circle.Hale/ali

Prohibited.Haram

Good or acceptable.Hasan

Crescent.HiM

Cover. It usually refers to the Muslim woman’s proper clothing.Hijab

Migration — usually refers to the Prophet’s migration to al-Madlnah.Hijrali

'Id Festival. PI.: a'yad.

Prohibition. This is a state assumed by a pilgrim, prohibiting for him 
(or her) specific acts, such as hunting, perfume, marriage, etc.

Ihram

Ijma Consensus.

Striving to reach a correct conclusion from the available evidence.Ijliliad

A leader (of a nation, prayer, etc.), or a distinguished Islamic scholar./mam
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DefinitionTerm

hndn Faith or belief.

| ‘Isha 

Isnbd 

Jahannam Hell.

Night. It is usually applied to the fifth daily obligatory prayer.

Chain of narrators of a haditli.
r

Jdhiliyyali The era of ignorance (jahl) and disbelief prior to Islam.

Jama ah A Muslim congregation or community.

Jandbah A state of “uncleanliness” arising from ejaculation or intercourse. 
Jandbah is ended with gluisl.

Janazah A funeral, or a deceased's prepared body. 

Jannah The Garden (of paradise).

Jihad Striving or fighting for Allah’s cause.

A creation that Allah (96) made from fire and smoke, sometimes 
1 translated as “demon”. Satan is one of the jinns.

Jinn

Jumuah Friday. It also applies to the Friday prayer.

A person in a stale of jandbah.Jiauib

A person who practices kufr. PI.: kuffdr.Kafir

KhalTfali \ Successor. It commonly refers to a Muslim ruler who succeeded the 
Prophet in leading the Muslims. PI.: khidafa.{

I Alcoholic beverages.Khamr

Khildfali Successorship. It usually refers to the period of rule of a klialTfah.

Disbelief or rejection of the faith of Islam.

Khutbah Speech or sermon.

Maghrib Sunset. It is usually applied to the fourth daily obligatory prayer.

Kufr

Makriih An act that is disapproved in Islam.
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DefinitionTerm

A man closely related to a woman and permanently prohibited from 
marrying her, such as her father, son, brother, uncle, nephew, father-in- 
law, son-in-law, son through nursing, etc. Examples of non-ma/irams: 
cousins, step brothers, and brothers-in-Iaw.

Mahram

Place designated for snjud; mosque.Masjid

Way or approach. It usually refers to one of the four Islamic schools of 
fiqlv. the Hanafi, MalikI, Shafn, and HanbalT.

Mathiiab

Steps mounted by an imam in a masjid for delivering a khutbah.M inbar

A migrator — a person who undertakes hijrah. PL: muhdjirun or 
muhajirin. It usually refers to those who migrated to MadTnah.

Muhajir

A person who performs jihad. PL: mujahidun or mujahidin.Mujahid

Disapproved; rejected.Munkar

A place designated for prayer.Musalla

A collection of “sultiif or sheets. Most commonly, it refers to a book 
that contains the Quranic text.

Mushaf

A person who practices shirk. PL: mushrikun or mushrikin.Mushrik

Extra, voluntary, or supererogatory deeds.Nafl

Qadar Allah’s decree and measure.

The direction of al-Ka‘bah in Makkah.Qibiah

Literally means standing. It usually refers to the night prayer.Qiyam

Holy. A qudsi hadith is quoted by the Prophet (Sfe) from Allah.QudsT

A full prayer unit, containing one rukii". PL: rak'dt.Rak'ah

Usury or interest.Riba

Ruku The act of bowing in the prayer.

Sadaqah Charity.

The Prophet's companions; singular; saluibi.Sahabah
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DefinitionTerm|
True or authentic.Saluh

The early righteous pioneers and scholars of Islam.Salaf

Sal ah Prayer.—
Peace. It also means the greeting with peace (as-saldiuu 'alaykum).Salfini

Same as isntul.Sanad

Shahadah Testimony; it is mostly applied to the testimony of Islam: "There is no 
; true god but Allah, and Muhammad is Allah's Messenger." Also, it is 
j often applied to martyrdom for Allah’s (9g) cause.

A person martyred for Allah's cause. Fern.: shahTdah, PI.: shuhada.Shahid

The Middle-Eastern area of Palestine. Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon.Sham
i
The Islamic Law. “Shari" means a legislated or permissible matter in 
Islam. And “ash-Shan” is the Legislator: Allah (Sg).

Sliar or 
Shan ah

■

Shaykh An elderly man. It is commonly used as a title of respect for a man 
with some level of Islamic knowledge.

Satan.Shay/an 

' Shirk Polytheism or paganism — ascribing divinity to others besides Allah.

Siwak A stick from a desert tree used for brushing the teeth.

Fasting.Siyam

Sujiid The act of prostration in the prayer.

Way, guidance, or teachings. Most commonly, it refers to the 
Prophet's (Si) way and guidance.

Sunnah

-
Quranic chapter.! Surah

Tabu Literally, follower. It normally refers to a student of the sahdbah. PL: 
i labi Cm or tdbim.

Quranic commentaries and interpretations.Tafslr

Saying, “Allahu Akbar — Allah is the greatest.”TakbTr
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Term Definition

Saying, “La ildlia illallah — There is no (true) god except Allah.”Tallin

(Also, hamdy. saying, “Al-hamdu lilldh — Praise be to Allah.”Talmud

Imitation, especially without knowledge.TaqlTd

Fearing and revering Allah.Taqwa

Saying, “Stibium Allah — Exalted is Allah.”TasbTh

Pronouncing the Shahadah. It is mostly applied to the last part of the 
prayer that includes the Shalibdali and saldli upon the Prophet ($S).

Tashahhud

Saying salam, especially to conclude the prayer.Taslun

Circumambulation around the Ka'bah.Tawaf

Belief that Allah is the only Lord and God who deserves to be 
worshiped, and who possesses the excellent and perfect attributes.

Tawhid

A symbolic ablution, in the absence of water, performed by wiping 
clean dust over the hands (to the wrists) and face.

Tayammwn

Extollment: remembering and mentioning Allah (3£). PI.: athkar.Thikr

‘Ulania Plural of alim”,

Community, nation, or followers.Ummah

‘Um rail A minor form of pilgrimage to Makkah that may be performed at any 
time of the year.

Revelation or inspiration.Waliy

Obligatory or required.Wdjib

Friend, helper, or guardian.Wall

Odd number. The entire night prayer is sometimes called witr because 
the total number of its rak'dt is odd.

Witr

Wudii Ritual ablution for the prayer, which includes washing the face and 
forearms, wiping over the head, and washing the feet.

Obligatory charity. Zakat ul-Fitr: a charity in the form of food given 
to the needy at the end of Ramadan.

Zakah
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DefinitionTermI----
Adultery or fornication.Zina

Zttlir Noon. It usually refers to the second daily obligatory prayer.

Arabic Days of the Week, and Islamic Hijri Months

Arabic NameWeekday

Al-JumuahFriday1

As-SablSaturday2

Al-Altad3 Sunday

Al-lllmaynMonday4 .
5 I Ath-Thulatha m\Tuesday

Al-Arbua mx6 Wednesday

Al-KhamTs7 Thursday

Lunar MonthLunar Month
ft J iiSoRajabMuharram 7I <0>v-

ShabanSafcir 82
'3 Rain al-Awwal Ramadan9

Rabt al-Akhir Shawwal104
i

Jumdda Ula Thul-Oadah5 11

Jumdda Akhirah Thul-Hijjah126

Transliteration

Except for proper nouns, transliterated Arabic terms are italicized. In general, the 
rules of English pronunciation are applicable. The following table includes additional
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symbols employed in this book to help pronounce the Arabic terms.

Stands for English Equivalent SoundsSymbol

(I )Alif
(long vowel a)

Mostly: Man, sad.
At times: Father, hard, god.a, A

Root, soup, flute.(j) Wdw 
(long vowel u)u, 0

(J) Ycf
(long vowel i)

Seed, lean, piece, receive.U
The first consonant vocal sound uttered when 
saying: at, it, oh.(*) Hcvnzah

(o) Tlia Three, moth.Th, th

No equivalent. Produced in the lower throat, 
below “h”. It somewhat resembles the “h” in 
“ahem".

(C> MaH, h

No equivalent. Produced in the back of the 
mouth and top of the throat.(£) KhaKh, kh

(S) ThaiJh, th There, mother.

A deeper “s" sound. Somewhat close to the “sc” 
in “muscle”.S, s (o*) ?“d

Sounds deeper than a “d”. Produced by touching 
the tongue to the mouth's roof, with the sides of 
the tongue pressed against the top molars.

P,d (Jo) Dad

(J») Tah Similar but deeper than a “t”.T. t
A deeper that, produced by touching the backside 
of the tongue to the tip of the upper front teeth.(Ji) Zah?, z

Produced in the bottom of the throat, underneath 
“h”.

(^) 'Ayn

A gurgling sound produced in the back of the 
mouth, just above the klid. Similar to the “R” in 
some French accents.

Gh, gh (p) Ghayn

Q> q (J) Qdf Somewhat similar to the “c” in “coffee”.
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Notable Utterances

Out of love, appreciation, gratitude and other noble feelings, a Muslim is urged to 
utter the following phrases at the mention of Allah, His messengers, or other 
righteous individuals.

Mentioned withMeaning■ Phrase & Transliteration

He is exalted above 
weakness and indignity; 
exalted is His glory; He 
is exalted and glorified.

Subhdnahu wa ta'dla; 
Jal!a jalalulr,
'Azza wajal

Allah
36b

Sallalldhu ‘alaylii 
wasallam

May Allah’s peace and 
praise be on him.

Muhammad or 
another prophet

:1 'Alayhis-saldm 
‘ Alayhas-salam 
'Alayhimas-salam 

| 'Alayh as-salam

i Radiyalldhu ‘anliu 
Radiyalldhu 'anhd b^e> 
Radiyalldhu 'anhuma t^sb 
Radiyalldhu 'auburn

Remarkably 
righteous individuals 
(prophets, angels, 
etc.)

m Peace be on him, her, 
both of them, or all of 
them.sfea

May Allah be pleased 
with him, her, both of 
them, or all of them.

Sahabah

RahimahuUd
Rahimahalldh
Rahimahumalldh
Rahitnahumulldh

$5 May Allah have mercy 
on him, her, both of 
them, or all of them.

$£> Past ‘ulama or 
righteous Muslims%

’$3
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This book is instrumental in explaining the true Methodology 
of adherence to Allah’s (Bg) Book, His Messenger’s (£?>) 
Sunnah, and the guidance of the sahabah (4»).

True to his distinguished and insightful approach in delving 
'S, into the texts, Ibn-ul-Qayyim (&) starts off by explaining the 

•T-i ] qualities of righteousness and piety that are required from every 
| individual. He then proceeds to describe the true meaning of 

■ I migration to Allah (Bg) and His Messenger (p>), discussing in the 
jj process full submission to the Messenger’s Sunnah as an integral 

requirement of iman. He then goes on to deliberate on the situations 
of true misery and true happiness - both being outcomes of a 
person’s performance in this life.

Toward the end of the book, Ibn-ul-Qayyim stipulates the 
IWF requirements of the Journey of Migration, presenting along the way 

J important guidelines for sound comprehension of the Qur’an.

The last chapter features important qualities that must be 
satisfied in a person to be a worthy companion along the path of 
migration to Allah (fig) and His Messenger (^). It also emphasizes 
some vital qualities required in a person who migrates along this 
glorious path — qualities that are crowned by ultimate love and 
devotion to Allah (b=l).

In addition to its valuable methodological coverage, this book 
is very touching in its address to the soul and heart. This is a 
characteristic that is rarely found in writings of other authors. May 
Allah (Bg) reward Ibn-ul-Qayyim profusely.
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